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Eastern ends BG women's run 
Falcon offense goes dry in 
MAC championship game 
By Joel Hammond 
SPORTS REPORTER 
CLEVELAND — Bowling 
Green's Lindsay Austin proved 
over a two-game stretch in the 
Mid-American Conference tour- 
nament that, with a game on the 
line, aU she needs is a chance. 
After making good on two such 
chances in Wednesday's quarter- 
finals and Friday's semifinals by 
hitting buzzer-beating shots, the 
Falcons never drew close enough 
for Austin to have another. 
Eastern jumped out to an early 
15-point first-half lead, and die 
Falcons never got the lead to 
within one possession in the sec- 
ond half as the Eagles won the 
We have complete coverage of Hie 
women's basketball team's trip to the 
MAC1in.il  PAGE/. 
tournament's championship 
game Saturday at Gund Arena, 
65-56. 
The Eagles' - who were appear- 
ing in the school's first-ever con- 
ference final — scored their 22nd 
win, sending them to the NCAA 
tournament beginning Thursday 
across the nation, while the 
Falcons will wait for the Women's 
National Invitation Tournament 
to come calling. 
The loss — the Falcons' third 
straight to the Eagles, who 
knocked them out of hist year's 
tournament as well — caps a 
remarkable season that was 
extended twice earlier in the 
week by Austin's dramatics, as she 
hit identical game-winners 
against Western Michigan and 
Miami. But BG's typical offensive 
prowess escaped them in the 
final, as Eastern suffocated the 
Falcons' shooters. For the game, 
BG shot just 37.5 percent. 
"They were tremendous 
tonight defensively," BG coach 
Curt Miller said. "We struggled 
tile entire night offensively. We 
earned everything we got. They 
EASTERN WINS. PAGE 2 
Mike Mebjer BG News 
TO THE HOOP: Bowling Green's Lindsay Austin drives against 
Eastern Michigan in the MAC Tournament final. 
Tourney 
run doesn't 
net BG a 
WNITbid 
By loel Hammond 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Despite its remarkable run 
through the Mid-American 
Conference tournament and win- 
ning 21 games, die Bowling Green 
women's basketball team will not 
be one of the record four MAC 
teams competing in postseason 
Play- 
After Eastern Michigan beat the 
Falcons in the MAC champi- 
onship game Saturday, and thus 
NO WNIT. PAGE 2 
St Patty's Day y 
By Daviil Schrap, ^r 
<rt fe re not trying to stop 
anybody from the ability 
to celebrate, we just want 
it to start a little latfr* 
MAYOR JOHN QUINN 
^l* Patrick's Day. It's almost like Christmas 
morning to a college student, but the sugar 
plums dancing in dieir beads have been 
replaced by green beer and visions of their 
buddies dancing on a table instead; but 
according to die Mayor, hopefully this 
year might be a bit different. 
According to Mayor lohn Quinn, 
the city is not trying to stop University 
students from partying, he just wants 
the partying to start a little later dian 
the usual 6 a.m. on St. Patrick's Day. 
"What we are trying to do is to put 
some common sense into die holi- 
day." Quinn said. "We're not trying to 
stop anybody from the ability to cele- 
brate, we just want it to start a little later in 
the day, we don't see any sense in binge 
drinking that starts at 6 in the morning." 
Over two weeks ago the mayor sent a let- 
ter to local bars urging them to not open 
early for St. Patrick's Day and keep their 
normal business hours. This lener was a 
response to what the Mayor thought was a 
problem last year. 
"We were a little concerned diat there 
was binge drinking last year and we 
thought if we could do something to take 
away some of die hype of that early morn- 
ing part of day diat it would be a good 
thing." Quinn said. 
Some students don't quite agree with die 
decision for die Mayor to send out the let- 
ters. According to Garrett Truman, senior at 
die University, St. Patrick's day is a holiday 
and shouldn't be treated as every odier day. 
"I think it is all right for bars to be open 
early because some people want to get a 
head start on celebrating the special occa- 
sion by drinking early in the morning," 
Truman said. "I don't feel the mayor is right 
in sending the letters. It should be up to the 
individual owner of die bar on what he or 
she wants to do, not die mayor." 
The letters sent out to local bars were not 
necessarily to ban them from opening their 
doors early, but essenUally to ask that they 
consider to do so and recognize diat there 
may have been a problem with this holiday 
in die past. 
Of the many bars in the downtown area 
the Mayor received a few letter back, but of 
those bars receiving the letter only a hand- 
ful wrote back saying they would not open 
early. Those bars were Uptown-Downtown, 
Sky Bar and led's Barbecue. 
ST. PATTY'S, PAGE 2 
Ashley RunD BG News 
SsseaBpoATE ..... 
Kokosing will block Lot D for 
construction on Wooster St 
Access to Lot D, the parking area located 
between Rodgers Hall and Old Fraternity Row, 
from East Wooster Street will be blocked today due 
to construction for the Wooster Street project. 
Columbus-based Kokosing Construction, the 
company in charge of the $6 million project, will 
be using a trencher near the entrance to the lot 
staning at 7 a.m. 
Preliminary construction on Wooster Street, 
between 1-75 and Thurstin Street began two weeks 
ago. Major construction and lane restrictions will 
begin during the week of March 29. 
Motorists can enter Lot D by using the Center 
Fraternity Row Drive or East Conklin Drive. To exit 
Parking Lot D, vehicles must use either East 
Conklin Drive or exit onto Mercer Road by 
Harshman Quadrangle. 
This project will widen Wooster Street to five 
lanes between 1-75 and Mercer Road, and widen 
Wooster Street to a full three lanes between Mercer 
and Thurstin. 
This project is expected to be complete in 
August 2005, weather permitting. 
"Watch the BG News for updates on llie project 
with alternate traffic routes. 
'Homophobic* tees raise concern 
BRIEFING 
Legislation 'not up to 
par' with residents 
Last night a public hearing 
was held amongst city officials, 
city residents, University stu- 
dents as well as landlords to 
discuss a new nuisance party 
ordinance and an amended 
nuisance property ordinance. 
The meeting was in response 
to current legislation that 
according to city residents was- 
n't up to par. 
If a party has disorderiy con- 
duct, illegal open container, 
outdoor urination, sale or fur- 
nishing of beer to an underage 
person, property damage with- 
out consent of property owner, 
unlawfully loud noise or any 
other conduct that is deemed a 
public nuisance, the lesee will 
get cited. If a repeat offense 
happens and landlords do not 
take action on their tenants, 
they may be cited as well. 
With suggestions made by 
people who attended the hear- 
ing, new pieces of legislation 
will be written and will be up 
for first reading at the City 
Council meeting on Apr. 5, at 8 
p.m. in the City Building 
By Kara Null 
EOlTOR-IN-CHIEf 
Recruitment T-shirts produced 
by a campus fraternity, which 
have been labeled "homophobic" 
by a University instructor, have 
brought quick condemnation 
from the Greek community. 
The shirts, created by members 
of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraterni- 
ty, depicted two boys holding 
hands with the slogan "If you like 
boys more... rush the house next 
door." 
The clothing was called into 
question late last month by an 
English instructor who noticed a 
student wearing the shirt in class. 
The incident was brought to the 
attention of the BG News through 
a letter (which appeared in the 
March 5 edition) and was also 
sent to staff in the Office of Greek 
Affairs and other University offi- 
cials. 
Both Inter-Fraternity and 
Panhellenic councils, two of four 
governing bodies of the 
University's Greek community, 
passed resolutions just before 
spring break rebuking the mes- 
sage of the shirts. National Pan- 
I lellenic and Greek Independent 
Board are scheduled to meet this 
week and are expected to pass 
similar legislation in the future. 
One student leader said the 
message of the shirts was counter 
to what University Greeks believe. 
"With fraternities, every chap- 
ter is different and we welcome 
diversity," said Ryan Gamble, 
president of IFC and member of 
BetaTheta Pi fraternity. "We don't 
want any discrimination ... that's 
something we don't believe in." 
According to Kimberlee 
Gilchrist, president of Panhel and 
a member of Alpha Xi Delta soror- 
ity, it's important that other coun- 
cils take a stance on the issue. 
"I know it was an IFC fraternity, 
but it still involves the entire Greek 
community," she said. "There's 
been problems with recruiunent 
shirts before ... but we've never 
had any homophobic (shirts). 
This one just blew us out of the 
water." 
But according to Jonathan 
Brown, chapter president of 
SigEp, the message that has been 
conveyed by the shirts was mis- 
construed from its original intent. 
The fraternity was attempting to 
make the distinction between 
young boys and the men that 
involvement in a fraternity—like 
SigEp— should produce. 
"Obviously the message clearly 
HOMOPHOBIC, PAGE 2 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST    «®S« 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Snow 
Showers 
High: 36' 
Low 28' 
THURSDAY 
Rain/      High: 47' 
Snow      Low: 32* 
FRIDAY 
FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Partly 
Cloudy 
High:45" 
Low 32" 
SATURDAY 
Rain      High: 48" 
Showers    Low 30' 
, 
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Mayor's message: 
'just be sensible' 
ST. PATTY'S. FROM PAGE 1 
Of the bare that arc staying open, some were 
instructed not to talk about why they decided to 
open up early in the morning on St. Patrick's Day. 
Besides the early hours, the Mayor thought the 
letters should be sent out to increase the aware- 
ness of bar owners and allow them to realize that 
some of these students would still go to work and 
class. 
"Our whole push all along was just to IK- sensi- 
ble," Quinn said. "A number of people were dis- 
turbed thai some folks came to class a little drunk, 
and of course we always have a safety problem 
when we have intoxicated people on the street at 
anytime." 
Truman agrees that students shouldn't go to 
class drunk, but the bars should not be to blame. 
"It's not fair to professors if their students show 
up drunk, but that isn't the bars' fault," Truman 
said. "If you are going to decide to drink that early 
in the mornii g hopefully that student would have 
enough sense not to show up to class drunk." 
Increased law enforcement will be in the down- 
town area during the St. Patricks Day festivities 
throughout the whole day. 
"People get up early in the morning on St. 
Pitlrick's Day and get excited," Truman said. "It's 
more fun than going to class on a holiday and it's a 
tradition that is done every year. Plus, it's fun." 
Slow start and finish 
doom falcons in final 
EASTERN WINS, FROM PAGE 1 
were the more physical team and 
aggressive team; we just couldn't get over 
the hump in the second half." 
Kastern used a trio of interior players 
- Nikki Knapp, Melis Ulker and Sarah 
VanMetre - to punish die Falcons in the 
paint in the first half in gaining a 32-24 
lead at halftime. 
But, as they had done all year, the 
Falcons steadily clawed their way back 
into the game. After Knapp scored two of 
her 12 with 12:45 left, the Falcons scored 
nine of the next 11 to cut die lead to 53- 
48. 
The turning point was at the end of 
the game after B( is Kelly Kapfcrer scored 
to punctuate a 9-2 run, the Falcons 
forced a miss from Knapp. Austin 
pushed the pace, and spotted Kapfercr 
wide open on the block. Austin's pass, 
though, went through Kapfcrer and out 
of bounds. 
The Falcons would get no closer. 
"I thought we had a chance |to win] 
some momentum going down  the 
stretch," Miller said. "They were either 
getting to the foul line or getting high 
percentage shots. To their credit, they 
executed very well." 
Eastern missed seven free throws in 
the end, but could not come back. 
"I told the team that yesterday, it was a 
15-point deficit," said Eastern's sixth- 
year coach Suzy Merchant. "They have 
been the comeback team and we need- 
ed to withstand their runs and make 
runs of their own." 
For the game, Eastern scored 34 
points in the paint, as Knapp scored 12 
and Ulker and VanMetre eight apiece. 
Said BG freshman All Mann, who 
drew the primary assignment on Ulker 
and VanMetre: "They were playing phys- 
ical, posting up hard and we didn't do a 
good job of matching their intensity." 
Home led the Falcons with 17, while 
Ali Mann had 12 and Stefanie Wfenzel 
and Austin 10 apiece. Tournament Most 
Valuable Player Ryan Coleman led 
Eastern with 14, 
Women's NIT takes Kent, WMU, Miami over BG 
NO WNIT, FROM PAGE 1 
earning the MA( "s automatic bid 
for the NCAA tournament, BG 
was forced to wait and see if the 
Women's NIT would select the 
Falcons as one of the 32 teams for 
its field. 
It didn't, instead choosing 
Western Michigan, Miami and 
Kent State as the three MAC rep- 
resentatives. 
Bowling Green beat Western 
Michigan and Miami in the MAC 
tournament to reach the final. 
bin its ratings percentage index 
was apparently too low for the 
WNIT. Kent State bowed out in 
die quarterfinal of the tourna- 
ment to seventh-seeded 
Marshall. 
"I truly believe we were one 
win short of obtaining a WNIT 
bid," said IK! coach Curt Miller in 
a release Sunday night. "We fin- 
ished the second half of the sea- 
son strong, going 17-6 after 
(Ihristmas. The WNIT committee 
confirmed we were on the bub- 
ble to the bitter end." 
BG's rating percentage index 
was 104 as of Saturday, according 
to Collegcrpi.com, a site devoted 
exclusively to the RPI rankings of 
the NCAADivision I women's 
basketball teams 
BG's loss to Youngstown State 
certainly hurt its chances for a 
postseason bid. YSU, 4-24 on the 
year, heat BG in Youngstown, but 
finished the year with an RPI of 
305. 
Miller alluded to scheduling, 
and the Falcons' efforts to 
improve their strength of sched- 
ule will likely increase this offsea- 
son as their strength of schedule 
definitely hurt them. Other 2003- 
04 BG opponents with low Rl'ls 
were: Bucknell. 219; IPFW, No. 
289; IUPUI, 273; Morehead State. 
239; and Cleveland State, 230. 
Miami was ranked 68th in that 
same ranking, while Kent was 
70th. Western Michigan ranked 
88th. 
Eastern Michigan, RPI ranked 
66th, will be die 14th seed in the 
MidEast region of the tourna- 
ment. 
Greek Affairs steps in 
HOMOPHOBIC, FROM PAGE 1 
does conflict with the 
University's position and does 
not clearly look highly on the 
open message we have as a fra- 
ternity," he said. "It was some- 
thing that was not intended by 
any means to be agaiast gays..." 
Brown delegated the responsi- 
bility for the creadon of the shirts 
to other members and did not 
approve the final wording or 
visual. It's a decision he now 
regrets. 
"I never finally approved the 
shirts and I should have done 
that," he said. "I've learned the 
hard way ... I've taken this as a 
learning experience." 
Though the fraternity is apolo- 
getic for the shirts, this week 
members face a possible hearing 
by lFC's Judicial Board where 
sanctions including fines, restric- 
tions from Greek events, among 
other disciplinary action, could 
betaken. 
The Board is comprised of one 
member from each of the 16 tra- 
ditional social fraternities on 
campus as chosen by Anthony 
Calabrese, chief justice of IFC. 
Siglip has also mapped out a 
plan with representatives from 
their national chapter to raise 
awareness of the issue which 
could include co-sponsoring an 
IFC event and working more 
closely with Vision, the 
University's organization repre- 
senting gay. lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, queer, intersex, 
questioning and straight-sup- 
portive students. 
According to Ron Binder, 
director of Greek Affairs, issues 
such as this are not new to chap- 
ter advising and oversight. But 
staff at the University have a deli- 
cate balance when it comes to 
controlling certain aspects of stu- 
dent life. 
"There was some sensidvity to 
this issue before it even hap- 
pened," he said. "But there's a real 
fine line dicre. We have to be real 
careful as a state-assisted univer- 
sity about getting into approving 
or disapproving things. As a 
Greek Affairs Office, we can't 
blankcdy say we need to approve 
things before they happen." 
Currently, Greek Affairs staff 
must approve all items that fra- 
ternities or sororities want to be 
able to charge to their Bursar 
accounts. And since late January, 
IFC fraternities must have all 
items approved by Binder or his 
staff, as dictated by a bylaw the 
council adopted. But this regula- 
tion, according to Binder, came 
after the SigEp shirts in question 
were printed. 
Despite this factor, account- 
ability in situations like these is 
essential when it comes to the 
relationship between chapters 
and their respective governing 
bodies, Binder said. Which is 
why, he said, he is proud of the 
action the councils have taken 
regarding Uiis issue. 
"It was something that I 
wouldn't have seen before in my 
15 ycare in Greek advising," he 
said. "I appreciate the peer-to- 
peer level accountability. 
Sometimes it's my easy for us as 
administrators to tell them it's 
wrong, but it's good to have your 
peers tell you that." 
Editor's Note: Visit 
www.bgiwws.corn to read the 
March 5 Letter to the Editor 
regarding this issue. Watch tlieBG 
News for further updates on tlie 
possibilil)' of a hearing for Sigma 
Phi Epsiion by IFCs Judicial 
Board. 
Get Fit. 
Get Paid. 
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx® Ground, it's like a paid 
workout. The work's demanding, but the rewards are big. Come join 
our team, get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a 
sweat with the nation's package delivery leader. 
P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Qualifications: 
• 18 years or older 
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs. 
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages 
• Part-time, 5-day week 
• $8.50-$10.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises 
Accepting applications 
Monday-Thursday, 8am-4pm and Friday, 11am-4pm: 
FedEx Ground 
650 S. Reynolds Road 
Toledo, OH 
(1 mile north of Airport Highway) 
800-582-3577 " 
fedex.com/us/careers 
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team. 
E0E/AA Ground 
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BECOME THE NEXT FREDDIE OR FREIDA FALCON 
The University is looking for the next Freddie and Frieda 
Falcon. Applications are now available in the Student Life 
office in room 301 of the Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union. Completed applications will be accepted until 5 
p.m. on Friday, March 19. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
set a life 
fromhllp^/www.bgsiL«lii/cal<:n<lar/calcndar.hlml 
8 .i.m. - 611.1 I i. 
Diversity in An Education 
Exhibit Sponsored by Bowen- 
Thompson     Student     Union 
I'rograms. 
Union Art Galleries 
9 a-m. - 5 p.m. 
Dove Ball Ticket Sales 
Sponsored  by Zeta  Phi  Beta 
Sorority. 
Union lobby 
9 .i.m. -11 ,i.in. 
Kappa IX'lta will lx> raffling off 
tickets for their jail-n-bail, pass- 
ing out ribbons, and selling 
shamrocks for Prevent Child 
Abuse America. 
Union lobby 
9 .i.m. -12 p.m. 
T-Shirt Sale Design Club will he 
selling T-shirts as a fundraiser for 
Chicago. 
Union Lobby 
9-.30a.rn.-11:30a.m. 
The U.S. Patriot Act and its 
Implications for Public 
Universities. 
Speakers include 
Steven Dettelbach. 
a   U.S.    attorney   based   in 
Cleveland; Herbert Strentz. a pro- 
fessor at the School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication at 
Drake  University;  Philip T.K. 
Daniel, a professor at Ohio State 
University's School of Education 
and Law; and Tracy Milrano, a 
professor and policy adviser for 
Cornell  University's Office of 
Information Technologies. 
202H Union 
Hi.i.in.   11 I.I ii. 
labberwock Info. fable 
Sponsored by Delta Sigma ITieta. 
Union lob 
10 a-m. - 3 p.m. 
USG will be informing students 
about the cuts to higher educa- 
tion and asking them to sign let- 
ters to the State legislature. 
Union lob 
10 a.m.-11 .i.m. 
Dissertation Writing Croup for 
Women An interdisciplinary group 
open to any woman in the writ- 
-1 6 2- 
Bedroom 
Apartments 
• Carports 
• IN THE 2 BDRM: 
• Washer & Dryer 
Hookups 
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS 
Bedroom 
Toiunhouses 
• Carports 
• Washer & Dryer 
Hookups 
• 2 Baths 
• Full Basement 
CALL 353-5800 Today! 
* Management Inc. 
BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE 
Enjoy dessert with MCO 
program directors, faculty, 
and coordinators for: 
• Bkwiedical Research 
• Medicine 
• Nursing 
• Occupational 
Therapy 
• Physical Therapy 
• Public 
Health 
^BGSU 
• Admission Requirements 
• Med Start 
• Graduate Assistanlships 
• MCAT/GREs 
• Curriculum 
• Careers 
• Proprosed Changes 
Tuesday, March 1«h at 7:00 PM 
Rm. 316 Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
Bowling Green State University 
ing process of her program, 
whether at the preliminary/com- 
prehensive exam stage or the dis- 
sertation/thesis stage. Please 
feel free to join us any Thursday 
to see if this group works for you. 
Contact Maria IX'Rose for further 
details: 
mderosePbgnet.bgsu.edu. 
107 Harma Hall 
I o, i. 111.  . i p.m. 
Heal Ijfe Info, and Recruitment 
lal.le 
Union lobby 
10a.m.- I:.in p.in. 
Sign-ups for "BC Idol" Dance 
Marathon fundraiser sponsored 
by Delta Sigma Pi. 
Union lobliy 
II a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Bacchus/Gamma   Info,   fable 
Union lobliy 
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Shirt Sale 
Sponsored by Rodgers I lall. 
Union lobby 
Noon - 2 p.m. 
Study In the UK Info, fable 
Sponsored by Education Abroad. 
Union lol>by 
2 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
WBCiU Promotional Table 
Union lobby 
2 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Alpha Chi Omega will be raffling 
off a football signed by Craig 
Krenzel. 
Union lobby 
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
T-Shirt Sale Design Club will be 
selling T-shirts as a fundraiser for 
Chicago. 
Union hobby 
611.111. - 81 I.I11. 
How 2 Workshop on Sign 
language Basics - 5 Week Series 
Come learn basic information 
about sign language including 
deaf culture, finger spelling, 
alphabet and numbers. Also 
learn family and relationship 
signs. This is a five week series 
held on Tuesdays starting March 
16 through April 13, 2004. 
Registration fee of $10 for faculty, 
staff and community; no charge 
for students. Material fee of $2 
for all participants. Eor more 
information, contact the 
Information Center in the 
Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union, 419-372-2741. Sponsored 
by Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union Programs. 
3/5 Union 
7 p.m. 
Da' Coloured Gurlz Collective 
Theatre Troupe; "I Relieve I Need 
to Talk" Sharing Sisterhood Da' 
Coloured Gurlz Collective uses 
music, dance, video and drama 
to convey a message of inner 
strength and perseverance. This 
grassroots organization is dedi- 
cated to honoring women's expe- 
riences of homelessness, sub- 
stance abuse, domestic violence, 
single parenting and self-actual- 
ization, and to honoring 
women's voices, (free admis- 
sion) In recognition of Women's 
I listory Month. 
22B Union 
730 p.m.- 830 p.m. 
Writers Group at the Women's 
Center An hour-long haven for 
writers, those who like to write 
and those dragged along by their 
writer friends. Open to anyone 
in the BGSU community, for 
further information, contact 
Teresa Milbrodt at 372-9683 or 
terrian@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Meets 
every Tuesday from 7:30-8:30 
p.m. 
107 llanna Hall 
7:30 p.m. 
Music from Bowling Green at the 
Manor House: Clarinet Students 
from the Studio of Professor 
Kevin Schempf Concert series 
featuring students and faculty 
from the College of Musical Arts. 
Free and open to the public 
Wildwood Metropark, Toledo 
8 p.m. 
TEUPHA!   Tuba   Euphonium 
Ensemble Free and open to the 
public. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
USG Elections Info Night 
Sponsored  by  Undergraduate 
Student Government 
201B Union 
8 p.m.-11:30 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Dancer Moraler 
Social   Sponsored   by   Dance 
Marathon 
101 Olscamp 
8:30 p.m. 
UAO Movie: "Scary Movie 3" 
Sponsored      by      University 
Activities Organization 
Union Theater 
tie^-l 
i+ mi, tit 
iuit/- ttllf-£eM 
Y*k\ i+ic tit 
"Don't fie afraid to 
cross the street" 
Miller Lite 
$1.50 1692 
Wednesday 
Jeremy Culpepper 
Friday 
GHETTGBIUIES 
Saturday 
f Jeremy Culpepper 
ST. PATS DAY 
0KNAT8AM 
GREEN BEER & DRINK 
SPECIALS Att DAY! 
T'fie liniversity ofTincCCay 
Concert &-" Lecture Series 
SVIANAPOl IS 
Ballet Internationale 
LldarAUev, Artistic Dirrctor 
Thursday, March 18,2004,8:00 p.m. 
950 North Main Street 
Winebrenner TLB Foundation Convocation Center 
The University of Findlay campus 
Box Office 4I9-4M-5JW 
Students Sio 
Senior citizens $20 
General Admission S25 boxoffice^findlay.edu 
LOOKING  FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? 
SUMMER JOB FAIR 
TOMMORROW! 
MARCH 17, 2004 
NOON - 4:00 P.M. 
Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union-Ballroom 
• Get a head start on summer job opportunities 
• Interview with employers 
• Summer jobs and internships throughout 
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• Gain practical work experience 
• Business casual attire recommended 
• Bring copies of your resume 
BGSU  
Career Center 
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A DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 
Telephone: 419-372-9294 
Visit our website for a list of mor< panie 
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QiTOTKiMiron: 
"I don't play the game that way. I'm not a 
mean-spirited person." 
Vancouver Canucks forward TUDD BERTUZZI, apologizing for sucker 
punching Cokirado Avalanche player Steve Moore and driving him into the ice 
during a game. Moore suffered neck fractures and ligament injuries. 
(ctta) OPINION 
Never charge for sending e-mail 
U-Wire Editorial IBavlorll. C/ KJ 
Most Internet users don't think 
twice about the number of e- 
mails we send each day. 
We sign on to our respective c- 
mail programs to check our elec- 
tronic mailbox (or, for some of 
us, multiple mailboxes), forward 
jokes and stories to friends, send 
quick one-line replies to co- 
workers or type out detailed let- 
ters to friends and family over- 
seas, all without worrying about 
the hassles of postage. 
If the U.S. Postal Service oper- 
ated under these circumstances, 
sending greetings by way of 
"snail mail" would be more com- 
monplace, and some argue, our 
postal mailboxes would be full of 
the same sweepstakes offers and 
spam littering many e-mail 
accounts. 
Bill Gates, Microsoft Corp. 
chairman, is among a few peo- 
ple suggesting Internet users 
start buying "stamps" to send e- 
mails. 
He and others argue the rea- 
son so many e-mail users receive 
large amounts of junk mail is 
because it's free to use. 
A team at Microsoft Research 
has been working on plans for a 
postage system for e-mails since 
2001, The Associated Press 
reported. 
Their idea incorporates a 
"good faith" puzzle, requiring e- 
mail users to take about 10 sec- 
onds to solve a common math 
problem to purchase postage. 
Spammers, who send millions of 
e-mails at a time, wouldn't inves- 
tigate the time needed to solve 
all those math problems, 
Microsoft asserts. 
Another company, Goodmail 
Systems Inc., proposes charging 
bulk mailers a penny per mes- 
sage to help curb spam. Their 
mail would bypass spam fillers, 
and they argue, for spammers, 
all those pennies would add up 
fast. 
We disagree with Gates and 
Goodmail. While it would be a 
relief not to find countless pieces 
of spam in our e-mail boxes, the 
convenience of sending quick e- 
mails would be deteriorated by 
the programs. 
What about groups like non- 
profit agencies, church groups 
and parents' organizations 
whose mass e-mails replace 
unnecessary phone trees and 
word-of-mouth announce- 
ments? Should they have to pay 
for sending mass e-mails? 
The best way to stop spam 
isn't to punish those of us who 
are using our e-mail for the right 
reasons, but to crack down on 
spammers using e-mail services 
for the wrong ones. 
Internet users have become 
increasing reliant on e-mail for 
its convenience, simplicity, and 
let's face it, cheap operating 
costs. We're already paying 
monthly fees for Internet hook- 
ups — let us continue enjoying 
the inexpensive benefits of free 
e-mail. 
LETTERS TO THE EDIT0I V 
Straightening 
out some facts 
about Canada 
It can be said with certainty 
that few Americans know much 
about their neighboring nation. 
Canada. This is why the 
Canadian Studies Center at the 
University was so pleased to see 
front-page coverage on Feb. 27 of 
Canadian Tlell Elviss' enlighten- 
ing presentation on her nation's 
culture. 
I ler two-hour talk on 
Canadian cultural values as they 
are revealed in politics, social 
policy and entertainment pro- 
vided an excellent introduction 
to the many ways in which her 
country is strikingly different 
from the United States. 
So packed with information 
was her talk that it is understand- 
able that the BG News article 
summarizing it contained a few 
inaccuracies, and therefore we 
respectfully ask to be allowed to 
set the record straight on some 
points. 
On the issue of health care, die 
delivery of medical services is 
similar in both nations; however, 
the fundamental difference in 
the two health care systems is 
how they are funded. 
Canada has a publicly funded 
system available to all perma- 
nent residents. Healthcare is 
never free; Canada's is a pre-paid 
system that residents contribute 
to through taxes, and may use 
without regard to their ability to 
pay at the time services are ren- 
dered. 
Myths about low-quality 
health care in Canada abound in 
the U.S., but despite some 
rationing of care, the quality is 
comparable to that provided in 
this country. 
Canada indeed contains a 
large minority of French speak- 
ers, or "francophones" as they are 
called, but the correct percentage 
nationwide is 23% according to 
Statistics Canada. Ms. FJvisscor- 
recdy mentioned that French is 
the official language of one 
province, Quebec, where approx- 
imately 80 percent of residents 
speak that language. 
Judging from the lively discus- 
sion following Ms. Elviss' talk, it 
was clear that her audience 
wanted to learn more. Here at 
the University, Canadian Studies 
is an interdisciplinary minor pro- 
gram with a wide array of cours- 
es. We will also be hosting several 
events during "Canada Week" 
starting March 22. For more 
information, call 2-2492 or e- 
mail rmancus@cba.bgsu.edu. 
REBECCA MANCUS0 
INSTRUCTOR 
Derisive shirts 
not indicative 
of all Greeks 
In response to Cynthia 
Mahaffey's recent opinion col- 
umn, I will have to agree that it is 
hard for gay fraternity men to be 
open with their sexuality. I have 
had brodiers come out and be 
open with it, and I have seen 
their struggles. I have also seen 
some leave the fraternity because 
they didn't feel they could be 
open. 
But to assume as Cynthia did 
that "the hegemonic rule of the 
fraternity, where white male 
straight boys prevail and feel the 
entitlement to power, at the 
expense of a marginalized group" 
is a big assumption to make and 
puts her on the same level as the 
t-shirt. The actions of a few 
should not dictate how the group 
as a whole is seen. 
Cynthia also said in her article 
how she has seen fraternities 
take freshmen students down in 
flames. This is a hard accusation 
to make evenwithherl7 years of 
educational service. 
There are two factors that 
complicate her theory. The first is 
that freshman year is the year 
that most students will drop out 
of college and the second is that 
college isn't right for everyone. 
lust because a freshman joining 
a fraternity is performing poorly 
doesn't mean the fraternity is to 
blame. It could easily be a million 
things — starting with the most 
likely answer—that the student 
wasn't ready for college or found 
out it wasn't for them. 
This point of her discriminat- 
ing against fraternities is further 
illustrated when she admits that 
she is biased against fraternity 
members when she says, "The 
only request for a recommenda- 
tion I have turned down is one 
for a fraternity pledge. When the 
young man asked why, my 
response was that men use fra- 
ternities to network after col- 
lege." 
This in some form may be 
true. But you know what, who 
doesn't? I can't even count how 
many times I have had a non- 
fratemity or non-sorority friend 
tell me that they got at least the 
job interview because they knew 
someone on the inside. This idea 
of networking spreads the world 
over including black, white, 
female and male people. As the 
old saying goes, "it's not what 
you know but who you know." 
But the main point in this arti- 
cle is about how fraternities, 
according to Cynthia, discrimi- 
nate on a sexual basis — which is 
ironic because that phrase in the 
way she used it is derogatory 
towards people. Is she against 
discrimination? She openly dis- 
criminates against fraternity 
members. 
The shins in question proba- 
bly shouldn't have been made. I 
don't know for I have never seen 
them, but the only punishment 
that should take place is the 
removal of the shirts in question. 
And if the University wants fra- 
ternities to take part in discus- 
sion on homophobia, it certainly 
should not come from someone 
who discriminates against frater- 
nities. As another saying goes: 
"People who five in in glass hous- 
es shouldn't throw stones." 
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Arise.  
Have a take? 
Send your letters and 
guest columns to us: 
thenews@bgnews.com 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
What was your most 
memorable spring 
break moment? 
KRISSY DRESCHEL 
FRESHMAN, SOCIAL WORK 
"Seeing 'The Passion 
of the Christ.'" 
DAN DEAN 
FRESHMAN, FINE ARTS 
"Working a total 
of 45 hours." 
SARAH COMTE 
FRESHMAN, 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
"Working with Dan." 
LAI 
COLBY GALLAGHER 
SENIOR, PRODUCTION 
AND PURCHASING 
"Playing paintball in 
Washington, D.C" 
Hypocrisy prevails 
in movie violence 
JESSICA 
FAUSNAUGH 
Opinion Columnist 
"The Passion of the Christ," 
the "controversial" Mel Gibson 
movie, portrays the last 12 
hours of the life and crucifixion 
of Jesus. It is interesting that the 
adjective used mast to describe 
a movie depicting a man of love 
and forgiveness is "controver- 
sial." 
Well, it certainly is controver- 
sial. 
I lollywood as a whole and 
critics alike argue that the bru- 
tality and violence of the movie 
is unnecessary and shocking. In 
every review I have heard, the 
graphic violence is mentioned 
and some critics venture to use 
it as an excuse in their attempt 
to bury the movie. 
These arguments on 
Hollywood's part are purely and 
terribly hypocritical. I never 
thought I would see the day 
when the moviemakers who 
spit out movies like the "Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre" and 
"Hannibal" would slam a movie 
portraying the personification 
and reenactment of love itself 
because it is "too graphic." 
Violence is a I lollywood 
norm. Violence in movies is as 
common as sand in a desert. I 
am swimming in wonderful 
examples of this, such as the 
much-celebrated "Braveheart," 
with blood and brutality per- 
vading each battle scene. 
Rxamples of violent movies are 
so plentiful — "The Patriot," 
"Pearl Harbor," "Gladiator" and 
the Oscar-winning "Lord of the 
Rings" trilogy, to name a few— 
tliat I hardly have to pause 
while listing them. 
Despite their violence, these 
movies, all of which I am a fan, 
were received with enthusiasm 
and thundering applause. The 
violence was accepted and han- 
dled byslappingona well 
deserved PG-13 or R rating, and 
glorifying the central theme 
rather than the senseless blood- 
shed in their advertising. 
In contrast, "The Passion" has 
been a target of anti-violence 
sentiment. What makes these 
previously named movies tri- 
umphs in I lollywood in spite of, 
or even because of, their graph- 
ic violence, while the depiction 
of Jesus on the cross results in 
the concerned shaking of 
heads? 
Well, 1 like to believe that the 
aforementioned movies were 
accepted because they show 
meaning behind violence. They 
all underlie a worthy theme, 
showing significance and values 
beyond blood and war. Violence 
isn't glorified, but is instead 
used as a tool for its shock value 
in order to prove a point 
Following this logic, 1 can 
think of no better message to 
get across to people than the 
message that Mel Gibson is 
advancing in "The Passion," 
using realistic violence as a tool. 
On the cross, Jesus cried, 
"Father forgive them!" as nails 
were pounded through his 
hands, which had previously 
been used to break bread, hug 
children, heal the blind and 
calm storms on the sea. 
Yes, "The Passion'' is graphic 
and violent, but this violence 
mirrors reality, and it gets the 
point across. It is necessary. 
Reading in the scriptures and 
hearing in sermons that Jesus 
had once undergone this tor- 
ture is too easy. Attempts to 
understand and accept this as 
fact are fairly unproblemarJc 
and virtually painless. However, 
grasping the concept is much 
more involving, much harder 
and is made possible only by 
depicting the pain and anguish 
as realistically as possible. 
A crown of thorns was put on 
his head. This is a harder image 
to shake off when you see his 
skin penetrated, his bones 
crunch and his blood mingle 
with his tears. It is hard to see 
his flesh splatter on the laugh- 
ing Roman soldiers as they rip 
through his skin with their 
whips. It is hard to see the crim- 
son blood stain the gritty sand 
as Jesus crumples from beneath 
the weight of his cross. It is hard 
to see the pain in the eyes of his 
mother as she collapses with 
her passionate grief. 
It is hard, but it is necessary. 
What is Hollywood afraid of? 
What truly makes them hesitate 
to embrace a movie of this mag- 
nitude of heart and feeling? 
The argument that "The 
Passion" is too graphic and real- 
istic is hypocritical and is used 
to evade its true meaning. "The 
Passion of The Christ" is alive, 
and it's important. Don't use the 
hypocrisy of Hollywood as a 
reason for not seeing this movie. 
E-mail comments to Jessica at 
jfansna@bgnet.bffu.edu. 
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Coping with your inner mule 
MATT 
SUSSMAN 
Assl. Opinion Editor 
I'm stubborn. 
At one point in history I was 
a fussy eater. If I've never eaten 
it before chances are I won't 
take the risk to let it come near 
any of my bodily cavities. 
But last year my ex-girlfriend 
introduced me to sushi rolls 
from Uraku — I was convinced 
that something could be both 
tasty and look like it had been 
previously digested. 
Need more proof? 
I began watching "Dream 
lob," which is ESPN's version of 
"American Idol," only it involves 
becoming a SportsCentcr 
anchorperson. It had likable 
ESPN personalities, it lacked 
cheesy backstage drama and it 
is the first reality show that I 
have ever enjoyed. 
I'm not a big fan of reality- 
based television shows. To put 
it lightly. 1 hated all reality 
shows and I once concluded 
that anybody who had ever 
hosted, appeared or tried out 
for a reality show should have 
their brains examined by the 
finest neurosurgeons at the 
Mayo Clinic. 
Well, doctor, my head also 
hurts. 
Are you stubborn about 
something? If you say you 
aren't, then you arc just too 
stubborn to admit it. I under- 
stand, and I'm here to help. 
Maybe you are in a relation- 
ship with somebody you can't 
Now Offering: 
•20 minute HIV testing 
•Immigration Physicals 
•Travel consultations 
and immunizations 
Call today 
for an appointment! 
Infection Prevention 
and Treatment Center 
145 W. Wallace St. 
CDS Suite 349 
Findlay. OH  45840 
(419)   425-8000 
stand. However, you promised 
to him or her that it would last 
forever. Therefore, in fear of 
looking like a "rectal crevasse" 
or a "female canine," you 
choOW to hide your superficial- 
ity so that those around you 
think you're a saint. Is it so bad 
to sit him or her down and tell 
that person the truth? 
Is there a food you won't eat 
— simply because 15 years ago 
you ate a metric ton's worth of 
the stuff and consequently it 
exited your body through your 
mouth? 
Is there a TV show you con- 
stantly watch — and perhaps 
are addicted to — but you plan 
your day around when it airs, 
even though you and your 
friends know fully well that the 
show is completely worthless? 
Did you kill your wife, escape 
in a Ford Bronco arid swear on 
your life that you will hunt 
down the "real killer?" 
It takes some big onions to 
admit to another human that 
you were wrong. Those same 
onions have to be bigger if you, 
for the longest time, continue 
to reaffinn how right you were, 
lust look at Pete Rose. 
Rose had denied his trans- 
gressions against baseball since 
1989. The commissioner of 
Major league Baseball knew 
Peter Rose bet on baseball. The 
world knew Pete Rose bet on 
baseball. Pete Rose knew Pete 
Rose bet on baseball. 
Controversy over his sincerity 
aside, now that Rose has admit- 
ted his mistake, he finally 
earned a snowball's chance in 
Phoenix of being enshrined in 
MLB's Hall of Fame, next to fel- 
low sinners such asTy Cobb 
and Kirby Puckett 
Next, look at Rush Limbaugh. 
The man who claims he is right 
about everything (subtle dou- 
ble pun) was wrong about 
something. His mistake was his 
addiction to calling black quar- 
terbacks overrated. Ha! No, seri- 
ously, it was painkillers. 
I jmbaugh, who had been 
verbally harsh to other drug 
addicts on his talk show, loos- 
ened the object from his rear 
end and became a little bit 
more human. 
For those stubborn as a mule 
in quick-dry cement, I propose 
an awareness month, because 
we sure have a whole lot of 
those suckers. I hereby pro- 
claim April to be Stubbornness 
Awareness Month. The month 
will be dedicated to helping 
people recover from a common 
malady I like to call 
"Roddenthebum Syndrome." 
For 30 days, people will learn 
how to cope with their 
Roddenthebum and perhaps 
admit, "Maybe President Bush 
did some good things after all." 
You don't need to wait for him 
to admit he may have been 
wrong about Iraq's weapons. 
Come to think of it. I just 
thought of the perfect poster 
boy for the month — the for- 
mer Iraqi Information Minister. 
I "triple guarantee you," this 
will help cure stubbornness. 
Did you miss Malt? E-mail 
your comments and thoughts to 
msussma@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
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REGISTRATION FORMS CAN BE 
PICKED UP AT THE UNION'S 
INFORMATION DESK, STUDENT 
REC CENTER, PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE AND IN ROOM 237 
 EPPLER CENTER.  
"Pro-life" and "pro-choice" are 
both very misleading concepts 
CHRIS 
FOY 
U-WIRE Columnist 
I've always been confused on 
the labeling of people who are 
for or against abortion. They 
don't make sense to me. The 
labels "pro-choice" and "pro- 
life" can easily be misinterpret- 
ed. 
Perhaps if more people said 
that they were for or against 
abortion, it would be simple. 
Unfortunately, bodi labels are 
vague. I could warrant either 
label for my beliefs 
For example, my value sys- 
tem supports the idea of people 
making choices for themselves. 
I believe in the right of people 
to choose. 1 believe in the right 
of people to choose to have sex. 
I believe in the right of people 
to abstain from sex. I believe in 
the right to choose to use or not 
to use protection. 
You see. I acnially do believe 
in choices. But I don't believe in 
abortions. And because I don't 
believe in abortions, 1 fall shy a 
few choices of being a com- 
plete backer for free choice. 
Even though I believe there 
should be rights for several 
choices, 1 just cannot lielicve in 
the choice to ignore responsi- 
bility. Women who get abor- 
tions have made their choices 
long before they ever walk into 
a clinic. And it's sad that they 
can still make a choice down 
the road to end a life for no 
other reason than to alleviate a 
mistake they have made in 
their own life. 
As far as I'm concerned, 
women who get abortions fall 
into that same category as 
obese kids who Iry to sue 
McDonalds. 
It's amazing the way these 
two situations parallel. Both 
involve persons who have will- 
ingly made a choice. Both show 
extreme consequences of that 
choice. And both also show that 
our society has given this fool- 
ish notion to people that they 
arc not always accountable for 
their own actions. 
All right, so I can't claim pro- 
choice as my status. I guess 1 
turn to pro-life. But I'm not 
really a fan of this classification 
either. It's quite broad, as it 
clusters most people. Isn't 
everyone really pro-life? I'm not 
about to go out and say I no 
longer want to live. 
Pro-choice advocates would 
say they believe in life for sure 
— every breath diey use to 
argue lor the place of abortions 
conies from the lives they are 
living, lives that wouldn't be 
here if their parents made that 
"choice" that they so vehe- 
mently light for. 
This label certainly is entic- 
ing to encompass, though. I do 
believe in life. And I believe in 
every measure necessary to 
ensure that it happens. Even if 
it means a woman is pregnant 
for nine months and then gives 
up her child for adoption. Even 
if it means a woman being 
pressured from her boyfriend 
to get an abortion has to stand 
up for the riglu decision. The 
pro-life label is as perplexing as 
ii is filled with choices — choic- 
es for life. 
Well, it appears I've run full 
circle. Pro-choice doesn't really 
sell my stance; but pro-life is 
just too general. If I were to be 
labeled. I'd prefer it l>e a title 
that's fit to my beliefs. I'm anti- 
alxmion, but I still believe in 
choices. I'm pro-life, but I'm 
confident practically everyone 
is. 
Perhaps it's just time to start 
going with a better label. One 
that is more fitting. Maybe one 
like pro-responsibility. 
On this day, March 16, 1968, the My Lai Massacre was carried out during 
the Vietnam War by American troops, killing over 500 unarmed men. 
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Dance Marathon every day! 
251. of every Homestyle      5i 
Chicken Strip Combo Meal sold 
will be donated to the Dance 
Marathon every hour of every 
day now through 3/27/03!* 
Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week 
Sun-Thurs 10am-2am & Fri-Sat 10am-1am 
(|)       419-728-0300  BGSU@pertoria.com 
Children's "Offer valid orHy at Wendy's in the Bowen-Thompeon 
Miraclem N«t»ork« Student Union. Net proceeds of the Dance Marathon 
benefit Children's Miracle Network. •i pit 
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BGNEWS 
BRIEFING 
Missing U. Student 
found dead near 
river 
A body believed lo be thai of 
Garni Nixon was found 
Saturday mornjng. The body 
was reportedly entangled in 
some tree limbs along the edge 
of the Auglaixe River in 
Defiance. 
Nixon, a sophomore at the 
University, jumped into the 
river Dec. 27 in an attempt to 
evade police officers who were 
responding to a complaint 
about people throwing eggs at 
passing automobiles. 
The body was discovered by 
acquaintances of Nixon's fami- 
ly who were searching the river 
in a boat. 
The Lucas County coroner 
conducted an autopsy on the 
body, but it has not yet been 
officially identified. 
HIV/AIDS firm will 
close doors in April 
David's House of 
Compassion, an AIDS service 
organization, announced yes- 
terday that it will close on April 
1,2004. DIIC, located in 
Toledo, has provided services 
to people with AIDS and HIV 
in Northwest Ohio and their 
families for the past 15 years. 
The organization is now 
looking to other non-profit 
agencies to continue to pro- 
vide services under DHC's cur- 
rent grants. 
Funding difficulties were 
cited as the main reasons for 
the DHC's decision to close. 
Suspect named 
in 1-270 death 
Franklin County 
Sheriff's Office say 
Charles A. McCoy may 
be armed, dangerous 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS, Ohio 
Authorities identified a suspect 
yesterday in a scries of highway 
shootings around the city and 
are asking for help finding the 
man. 
The Franklin 
County Sheriff's 
Office said Charles A. 
McCoy lr., 28, should 
be considered 
armed and danger- 
ous. Investigators 
did not provide a 
hometown. 
"We do not have 
any warrants for his 
arrest right now," 
Chief Deputy Steve 
Martin said. "It is 
unfolding as we 
speak." 
The only per- 
son hit was killed. The shootings 
at vehicles and buildings started 
in May, although most have 
been since October. The most 
recent was on Feb. 14. Bullets 
collected from nine of the 24 
shootings were shown by lab 
tests to have been fired from the 
same gun. 
Martin would not say what 
evidence led investigators to 
McCoy. He said the shootings 
task force don't know where 
McCoy is. 
"I don't know if he's still local," 
he said. "We don't have any rea- 
son to believe he's not." 
In the last shooting and two 
the previous weeks, witnesses 
described seeing someone aim- 
ing at 
them 
while 
standing 
next to a 
car. Both 
t h e 
descrip- 
tion and 
car are 
similar to 
what the 
sheriff's 
office 
released 
yesterday: 
Charles A McCoy Jr. a S-foot-B- 
inch, 185- 
pound white male with brown 
hair and green eyes. 
McCoy drives a four-door, 
dark green 1999 Geo Metro with 
a black hood, the sheriff's office 
said. The Ohio license tag is 
CGV7387. 
THE BLOTTER 
Thursday, March 4: 
Complainant repotted his jacket 
was stolen from the Hayes computer 
lab. 
Complainant reported her on-cam- 
pus hanging parking decal was stolen 
from her vehicle while parked in Lot 8. 
A condom machine was reported 
stolen Irom Offenhauer West. 
A student in Otlenhauet West who 
threatened to harm herself was trans- 
ported to The Link 
Stacy Parzero, Bowling Green, Ohio, 
was cited lor drug paraphernalia and 
possession of marijuana in Founders. 
The vehice ot Vanessa Sondergeld, 
Millbury, Ohio, tailed to yield the right 
ot way and struck the vehicle ol 
Margaret Wiles, Willard, Ohio, in Lot 
12. 
Trevin Wagener, Maumee. Ohio, was 
cited lor disregarding the Do Not 
Enter sign in Lot G. He was also cited 
for underage possession ol alcohol. 
Chelsea Howard, Westerville, Ohio, 
was cited for a stop sign violation at 
Ridge and North College. 
Jovon Burkes, Highland Park, Mich,, 
was cited for not having an operator's 
license and for a non compliance sus- 
pension. 
Friday, March 5: 
Complainant reported a computer 
was stolen from Mosley Hall. 
The vehicle of Jennifer Wenger, 
Elida, Ohio, was attempting to park in 
Lot 11 when it struck the open door ol 
Ihe vehicle of Hoda Al-Mutawah, 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 
Complainant reported her vehicle 
was damaged while parked in Lot 6. 
A female student who fell at the 
Union was transported by ambulance 
to Wood County Hospital. 
Brandon Holstein, Grafton, Ohio, 
was cited for underage consumption 
on the rugby field. 
University Police are investigating 
a drug suspicion complaint in 
Chapman. 
Saturday, March 6: 
The city police requested backup 
for a fight at the Uptown/Downtown 
Bar. 
Complainant reported her vehicle 
was damaged while parked in Lot D. 
Tuesday. March 9: 
Julie Gompers, Wheeling. West 
Virginia, was cited for failure to obey 
a traffic control device at East 
Fraternity Row. 
Wednesday, March 10: 
Complainant reported suspicious 
people checking out bikes at the racks 
at Kohl 
Friday, March 11: 
David Safian. Bowling Green, Ohio, 
was cited for failure to yield to a 
pedestrian in the crosswalk/right of 
way on Thurstin. 
Saturday, March 12: 
Adrian Hernandez, Perrysburg. 
Ohio, was cited for disobeying a Do 
Not Enter sign in Lot N/14. 
Complainant reported that some- 
one took a change machine out of the 
game room in the Union. 
Complainant reported there was a 
male subject in the men's locker room 
at the Student Recreation Center 
touching himself inappropriately. 
Upon an officer's arrival, the subject 
was gone. 
Eric Kuhlman, Ottawa, Ohio, was 
cited for speed on E. Meny and 
Willard 
Saturday, March 13: 
An officer assisted with a child who 
had a disagreement with her mother 
in the Field House. 
A requestor called 911 and said 
she needed an officer and ambulance 
at the Jerome Library The patient was 
transported to Wood County Hospital 
by the Bowling Green Fire Department. 
An officer was advised of a male 
and female having a disagreement in 
Commons. All was OK. 
Sunday, March 14: 
An ill subject was transported to 
Wood County Hospital from Olscamp. 
Complainant called and reported 
that someone stole money from her 
room at the Pi Beta Phi house. 
Anthony Schafer. Toledo, Ohio, was 
cited for possession of drug parapher- 
nalia including marijuana in 
Anderson. 
Why did BGSU switch from semesters to quarters 
in the 1968-69 year? ^u^ 
A. Switch was mandated by Ohio Board of Regents 
B. University responded to student vote 
C. University responded to faculty vote 
D. Allowed more time for harvesting crops 
o 
[To the BGSU community] 
You are invited to a Charrette! 
The Office of Residence Life and the architectural firm Hanbury 
Evans Wright and Vlattas will be holding public work sessions to 
develop ideas for new and renovated residence halls and Greek 
housing on campus. The process is called a Charrette. 
The purpose of the Charrette is to gather input from YOU 
regarding the future design of residence halls and houses on the 
BGSU campus. 
Please stop by anytime during the following schedule: 
March 17. 11 am - 4:30 pm 
March 18, 8:30 am - 3:00 pm 
Location:  228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
[Shape the future] 
Campus Tanning 
Only $25 per month Unlimited! 
$45 Unlimited through finals! 
J.ow^'U tvueed t*t town! 
/Booths and Beds can be used 
unlimited at no extra charge. 
/You can book through entire year 
10AM to 8PM Mon. thru Thurs. 
Friday till 6PM Saturday 10-4PM 
«5E.woo««r 352-7889 
Undergraduate Student Government 
Information Nights 
for election 2004-2005 
When and Where: 
March 3rd - Rm 316 Bowen Thompson Student Union 
March 16th - Sky Bank Room 
Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Time: 
8pm-9pm 
Who: 
Any student interested in running in Ihe election lor Ihe 
2004-2005 school year 
Please contact Erica at erlcalb@bgnet.bgsu.edu lor any questions 
HoWis A rioorr Memorial 
Scholarship 2004-2005 
/\|)|)lKc)li(HiS()rcN(AV/\V()il(il)l(' 
Deadline: Rick)u riarcli 26,2004 
Applications are now available for the Hollis A. Moore 
Scholarship. Mrs. Moore established this scholarship in 
memory of her late husband, to recognize BGSU 
students who demonstrate leadership and are active 
in community service. Each award will be $1500 for 
the academic year. 
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, 
maintain a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA, demonstrate 
active participation in University organizations, and be 
available for personal interview with the selection 
committee. 
Applications are available in the Office of Student 
Financial Aid, 231 Administration Building or on the 
SFA web site www.bqsu.edu/offices/sfa, 
and click on downloadable forms. 
"All Day, Everyday" 
Hearts! 
Mon: 11am-1:30am 
Tues: 11am-1:30am 
Wed: 11am-1:30am 
Th-Sat: 11am-3:00am 
Sun:     11am-1:30am 
(papa) 
cash, checks 
©tosteiH} 1 Lar9e>1 |tem 
Li*** «-i 
419-352-0717 
FALL 2004 APARTMENT LEASING 
m HidBe Manor Apartments 
•2 bedroom. 1 bath townhouses 
* starting at $590/mo + gas and electric 
Bf Butt Apartments 
•(1470 8 1490 Clough Street) 
• 2 Bedrooms /1 Bath, furnished 
• A/C, Dishwashers / garbage disposals 
* 9 1/2 month lease starting @ 590/month 
plus gas and electric. 1 year lease avail. 
H' Remodeled Frazee Apartments 
• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Baths, 
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture 
* starling at $635/mo + electric 
rg- 4251. Coun Street 
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished apartments 
■ Dishwashers/ garbage disposals 
* starting at $600/mo + gas + electric 
SIGN UP TODi 
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green OH 43402 
www.greenariarrcntals.com 
-a 
PATRIOTISM 
IS DEFINED BY WHAT YOU DO. 
NOT BY HOW LONG YOU DO IT. 
IfU'oOucini! theVcelwateilA': i. 
and non wltjimng students atv:   . 
I     ' 
to do SMKlhing lit yur country, you * wa* 
.■ ; . 
.■,.-..    fen | 
  
i   ■ 
ippraactt R'*Iti,tlnn. ash ymirwi' 
■ .    ■   ■ 
4l,i,HKRAlnlA»MYFUSli\lENTnpiiHN\ 
Where: 1616 E. Wooster Street in Bowling Green 
When: Mon Fn 9am -6pm, Sat - call for appt 
Who: Staff Sgt David Sc hertz (419)352-7541 
Am 
agement 
352-4380 
(in walking distance of campus) 
2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
from only $500 per 
month! 
Heat 
Water, & Gas 
Included! 
2 Bedroom 
Deluxe 
Apartments 
from only 
*600„, 
monthl 
Spacious, newly 
remodeled units! 
NEW Bathrooms 
NEW Kitchens with built in 
dishwashers A microwaves 
<f 7/1/1 /Iff one months rent 4>J.\J\J \Jil      for new renters! 
Preferred Properties Co. 
530 Maple Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 
Limited Premium Units Still AvailableFor 
Spring-Summer-Fall 
Efficiencies from $285 
1 Bedrooms from $340 
2 Bedrooms from $435 
Come see what all the 17<^GiL3 is about! 
Haven House 
Manor 
Apis.     J 
Piedmont 
Apts. 
© | Fox Run 
Apts. 
g Blrchwooat 
FREE 
MvmtMfStti RMM0I *• ntwty 
nmtaM Chtnywootf Ht*f» Spa 
419.352.9378 
www.preferredpropertlesco.com 
■Wrftl. 1-12.1-43MM. 10-2 
BG NEWS' SECOND ANNUAL BRACKET CONTEST IS HERE! 
THINK DANIEL EWING AND DUKE WILL WILL IT ALL? ENTER OUR BRACKET CONTEST; PAGE 8 
TUESDAY 
March 16, 
2004 
www.bgnews.com/sports 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
BG   WOMEN   FALL   IN   MAC   CHAMPIONSHIP 
Gose, but 
No cigar 
Falcons home-court advantage 
propels BG to first-round win 
1. (Til is story was originally pub- 
lished Saturday, March 6 on the 
BGNewsWebsite.) 
By Joel Hammond 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Being offensively proficient 
can help a baskelhall team over- 
come any other shortcoming. 
Bowling Green's women's 
team's proficiency for two quick 
stretches Saturday enabled the 
Falcons to move into the second 
round of the Kraft Mid- 
American Conference women's 
tournament Wednesday at 
Cleveland's Gund Arena — the 
team's first trip to the second 
round since 2001. 
Those two spurts — an 8-0 
run to end the first half and a 12- 
0 run midway through the sec- 
ond half— helped BG overcome 
a scrappy Central Michigan 
team that grabbed 26 offensive 
rebounds in a 66-54 win. 
The Falcons, the fourth seed 
in the tournament, will play 
either Western Michigan or 
Akron in the quarterfinals. BG 
improved to 19-9 on the year, 
while Central, the 13th seed, fin- 
ished 5-23. 
"At this time of year, it's sur- 
vival and move on," BG coach 
Curt Miller said. "The players 
were happy to hear that not a lot 
of critiquing of game film would 
go on. We have to win however 
we can. win. To our credit, we 
found a way to win without 
playing our best basketball." 
A sluggish Falcon team led by 
just two with 3:58 left in the first 
half, "but a baseline drive and 
basket by Tene Lewis, a I jndsay 
Austin 3-pointer and an Ali 
Mann three-point play in those 
final four minutes pushed the 
Falcons' lead to 31-21 at the 
break. 
"I think multiple players on 
our team can score," Miller said. 
"The run at the end of the first 
half was huge ... we were so 
much more confident in the 
locker room lafter that nm|, and 
we were in much better shape 
after that run. We may look back 
on it at any time and see that 
that was the difference in the 
game." 
The Chippewas, though, cut 
the lead to seven on a lindy 
Hatfield three with 18 minutes 
left, but a Carin Home layup 
started the Falcons on their sec- 
ond nin, this time distancing 
themselves for good. BG's Liz 
Honegger scored and Stcfanie 
CENTRAL, PAGE 9 
Seniors 
can relish 
in their 
roles 
JOEL 
HAMMOND 
Sports reporter 
CLEVELAND — 
Forgive Stefanie Wenzel for 
being a bit selfish. 
Following the Bowling 
Green women's basketball 
team's loss to Eastern 
Michigan in the Mid- 
American (inference cham- 
pionship game Saturday, 
Wenzel wasn't too keen on the 
idea of next year for the 
Wenzel- and Lindsay Austin- 
less Falcons. 
SENIORS. PAGE 12 
9a 
Austin beats 
Broncos at horn 
2. 
(This story was originally pub- 
lished Wednesday, March 10 on 
the BGNewsWebsite.) 
By loel Hammond 
SPORTS REPORTER 
CLEVELAND — Bowling 
Green point guard Lindsay 
Austin has been considered by 
BG coach Curt Miller and team- 
mates as the undeniable heart 
and soul of the team all season 
long, helping in large part in the 
resurgence    of    the    Falcon 
women's program. 
She proved it again Wednesday 
in thrilling fashion, hitting a run- 
ner from just inside the 3-point 
line as time expired that lifted the 
Falcons to a 63-62 win over 
Western Michigan in the quarter- 
finals of the Mid-American 
Conference tournament. For its 
trouble, BG, now 20-9, gets a date 
with Slo. 1 seed Miami in Friday's 
semifinals at noon. 
WESTERN, PAGE 9 
GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS 
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If s our second annual bracket contest! 
2004 NCAA Division I men's basketball championship 
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SOURCE NCA* 
Name 
Phone# 
Are you a BGSU student? Y N 
Number of TOTAL points 
in title game 
(Total of both teams' scores: i.e., if you 
think Michigan State will beat Kentucky 
75-74, the total would be 149) 
Papa John's, Total Sport 
Source and University 
Bookstore are sponsoring 
this year's extravaganza 
If you think you're better 
than Dick Vitale or loe 
I iiii.inli here's your 
chance to prove it. 
Introducing The BG News' 
second annual Bracket 
Contest, sponsored this year by 
Papa lohn's, Total Sports Source 
and The University Bookstore. 
This is a chance for you as BG 
students to prove how brackct- 
sawy you are and, in the 
process, win great pri/cs from 
local merchants. 
This year, we have great 
prizes: The Grand prize, five 
large one-item pizzas and three 
2-liters of pop from l^pa lohn's; 
the second prize, a team gift 
assortment from Total Sports 
Source, a package including a 
variety of gifts from your 
favorite school; and the third 
prize, a BGSU sweatshirt from 
the University Bookstore. 
Here's how the contest 
works: All you have to do is fill 
out this bracket to the best of 
your ability, making sure your 
name, phone number and tie- 
breaking championship score 
is included. 
Then, mm it in to 210 West 
Hall any time from now until 
Thursday at noon. 
A few rules: If your bracket is 
turned in at 12:01 p.m. on 
Thursday, it will not be count- 
ed. The scoring goes like this: 
One point for first-round 
games, two for second- 
rounders, four for Sweet 16 
games, eight for elite eight 
games, 16 for final four games 
and 32 for the title game. 
That is a total of 192. If there 
are ties, the championship 
score you submit with your 
bracket will serve as a tiebreak- 
er. 
Additionally, all entrants 
must be students of Bowling 
Green State University. 
We will publish standings at 
the beginning of each week for 
the duration of the contest. 
There is no entry fee. The 
only requirement is that you 
are a BGSU student. 
If you have questions 
between now and noon.on 
Thursday, March 18, call 372- 
2602 and ask for |oel or layme. 
GRAND PRIZE 
Win five (5) large 
one-item pizzas and 
three (3) 2-liters of 
pop from Papa 
John's! 
SECOND PRIZE 
A Team Gift Assortment, 
valued at $50. Pick your 
favorite school and receive 
a   variety of gifts! 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
1 10 WEST POK RD. 
BOWLING GREEN. OH 
419.3S3.34I1 
WWW.TIPORTSOURCE.COM 
THIRD PRIZE  i 
Win a BGSU Sweatshirt,! 
valued at $40! ! 
bookstore 
Management Inc. 
FILLING UP FAST 
STOP BY FOR LISTING 
Call 353-5800 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdalo Apt   1082 Fairview 
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./ 
3 Bdrm Twnhs. 
Dishwasher - Garbage 
Disposal -Washer/Dryer 
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm) 
Carports 
FEW 3BDRM. 
TOWNHOUSES LEFT 
BGSU Bus stop 
/fS&CA 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poe 
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms 
Starting at S250/Mo 
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE 
Laundry on site 
BGSU bus stop 
Management Inc. 
Heinzsite Apt., 
710 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 bdrms 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms. 
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS 
Starting at $415/Mo. 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office at 
1045 N. Main St. or 
check website 
www.meccabg.com 
for complete listing 
for next year. 
Check out exclusive news on the BG News Web Site at <www.bgnews.com> 
The BGSU Upward Bound Program is a college preparatory program 
for HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS from Toledo, Ohio. We offer a six-week 
Summer Residential Learning Community. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
JUNE 26-AUGUST 8, 2004 
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS-Bachelor's degree required in selected area of 
instruction. Each class period is seventy-five(75) minutes daily, Monday through 
Friday. Non-residential. Salary $ 1200 per class. 
Morning Session (8:30am-12:1 Spm) 
•Communications (debate, dramatics, and speech)linked with a 
•Composition(three classes) linked with a 
•Social Studies (American history, American 
government, and sociology) 
Afternoon Session (1:45-4:1 Spml 
♦Earth and Space Science 
•Applied Mathematics 
•Algebra 
•Geometry 
•Foreign Language (Spanish or French) 
RESIDENTIAL AIDES- Minimum sophomore classification. Cannot be enrolled in 
University classes during employment period. Responsibilities include, but are 
not limited to: 
(1) Assuring all students adhere to the rules and regulations of Upward 
Bound Program and Bowling Green State University 
(2) Assisting with classroom activities when needed 
(3) Coordinating and implementing student 
activities during the evening hours Single room, board and salary of 
$1500. 
Applications are available at the Upward Bound Program Office 
410 Saddlemire Student Services Building 
Can complete an application and interview in program office. Must bring a 
transcript (official or unofficial) to the interview. Interviews will last thirty 
minutes-9:30 am until 4:30 pm- and will conclude on April 2. 
MANDATORY staff orientation on Saturday, June 26. 
BKD m - HJJM ■■ .  .   .   . 
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BIG POINTS: BG's Kelly Kapferer battles against Western. 
Western ousted 
by Austin's shot 
WESTERN, FROM PAGE 7 
The win came just a month 
and two days after Austin hit 
another last-second shot - 
against Western Michigan - Feb. 
9 at Anderson Arena, a win that 
put the Falcons on the proverbial 
MAC map with the victory over 
the defending MAC tournament 
champions, 
"For the second time lagainst 
Western Michigan late in the 
gamel you saw us go without a 
timeout," Miller said of his deci- 
sion not to call timeout with 11 
seconds remaining. "I knew 
Lindsay would have the ball in 
her hands, and I knew wed win 
and lose with our seniors. I was 
very comfortable that Lindsay 
could go and create for herself." 
Western had taken a 62-61 lead 
with just 11 seconds remaining 
as Kelly Koerber hit two free 
throws. Austin brought the ball 
into the forecoun, and handed to 
Ali Mann at the top of the key. 
Mann then gave it back to Austin, 
who drew contact from Western's 
Maria lilian. Jilian fell to the floor, 
giving Austin enough daylight to 
get the 18-foot game-winner. 
"I was trying to set something 
up, and when I got the ball lurk. 
I knew time was coming down," 
said Austin, who scored 11 
points, dished out nine assists 
and grabbed eight rebounds. "I 
just tried to create space for 
myself and get a shot off, and 
luckily 1 did." 
The tilt wasn't as exciting as the 
final 11 seconds the entire way, 
especially after the Falcons 
looked to be in cruise control 
early after building a 31-12 lead 
with 3:23 remaining in the first 
half. Western, though, hung 
around and cut the lead to 31 -21 
at the break as BG failed to score 
the rest of the half. 
Western, capitalizing off of 
BG's turnover troubles - the 
Falcons turned the ball over 23 
times, leading to 20 Bronco 
points — scored 10 of the first 12 
of the second half, an extension 
of the first-half closing mn that 
cut the BG lead to one with 15:36 
to play. 
The Broncos gained their first 
lead with 13:02 left, and opened a 
53-48 lead with 7:49 left after a 
Maria lilian juniper. 
BG stmgglcd throughout the 
second half with the Broncos' 
/one defense, a problem further 
complicated by freshman center 
Liz I lonegger's foul trouble. BG's 
Kelly Kapferer, though, hit a cou- 
ple big baskets for the Falcons, 
opening up the Falcons' perime- 
ter shooters. After WMU gained 
that five-point lead, Austin, Carin 
Home and Stefanie Wenzel each 
hit a trey to help BG gamer a 57- 
53 advantage. 
"Western deserves so much 
credit," Miller said. "They are so 
talented in their zone; every year 
they lead the league in deflec- 
tions and steals and our 
nimovers made me want to pull 
my hair out. But, that's the way 
they play. It took our lead to give 
us enough confidence that even 
through their runs, we were 
going to be able to make plays at 
some point." 
The Falcons, however, hit three 
straight treys — by Austin, Carin 
Home and Stefanie Wenzel — to 
give them a 57-53 lead. 
lilian scored again with 32 sec- 
onds remaining, and Austin — 
like the teams' first meeting — 
missed a free throw on the 
Falcons' ensuing possession. 
The Falcons out-rebounded 
the Broncos 48-34 and grabbed 
23 offensive rebounds that 
helped lead to 16 second-chance 
points. Wenzel led BG with 15 on 
five 3-pointers, while Austin and 
1 lonegger scored 11 apiece and 
Kapferer chipped in 10. 
HONORS, HONORS: Austin 
was honored Tuesday as the 
MAC's Defensive Player of the 
Year, while Ali Mann, who was 
named to the AU-MAC freshman 
first team Monday, was named 
the Freshman of the Year 
Tuesday. Miller was second in the 
Coach of the Year voting to 
Miami's Maria Fantanarosa. 
"CW^tW^i 
Austin's buzzer-beating 
tricks down Miami, 75-74 
3. 
By Joel Hammond 
SP0R1S REPORTER 
[This story was originally po- 
lished Friday, March 12 on llie 
BG\etvsWebsite.) 
CLEVELAND — No. this was 
not a re-run. 
Go ahead: Check the date. 
This was not Wednesday, March 
10. 
It just looked like it at 
Cleveland's Gund Arena. 
For the second time in three 
days, Bowling Green's Lindsay 
Austin extended her team's sea- 
son with a dramatic game-win- 
ning shot. 
Austin hit her third buzzer- 
beater of the season Friday, giv- 
ing tile Falcons a 75-74 win over 
top-seeded Miami in the semifi- 
nals on the Kraft Mid-American 
Conference tournament. BG's 
21st win of the season moves 
them into the tournament final 
Saturday against second-seeded 
Eastern Michigan and one step 
closer to the team's first NCAA 
tournament berth since the 
1993-94 season. 
BG steadily climbed back 
from a 15-point halftime deficit, 
but found themselves down 
eight with just 2:58 to play. BG, 
though, scored seven straight, 
the last of which came on an Ali 
Mann free throw with nine sec- 
onds to play. After Mann missed 
the second, Miami's Colleen Day 
was fouled and sent to the line 
with seven seconds remaining 
Day, an 80 percent shooter 
from the charity stripe on the 
year, missed the front end of a 
one-and-one — a misfire that 
proved to be Miami's only miss 
on the day. BG's Carin Home 
corralled the miss and gave it off 
to Austin, who dribbled into the 
forecourt. Much like 
Wednesday's final shot, Austin 
dribbled to her left, and put up 
an off-balanced 14-footer diat 
fell through and set off a wild cel- 
ebration (See accompanying 
sidebar on the play of seniors 
Stefanie Wenzel and Austin). 
"The whole season, everyone's 
been confident with the ball in 
|Lindsay's| hands," said BG 
freshman Ali Mann, who led all 
scorers with 21 points, "She's 
been our leader, and she has 
pulled through in the tourna- 
ment. It's not over yet." 
Austin has also hit buzzer 
beaters in the Falcons' two wins 
over Western Michigan this sea- 
son, the latest of which was in 
Wednesday's quarterfinal. 
The Falcons, for the second 
straight game, started quickly 
and led 16-6 after seven minutes 
of play. 
Miami, though, would go on 
separate runs of 10-0 and 13-1 to 
open a 29-19 lead with 2:54 to 
play in the first half, due in large 
part to its ability to create BG 
turnovers, of which the Falcons 
had 15 in the first half. BG would 
score four straight, but the 
RedHawks closed on an 11 -2 mn 
for their 40-25 halftime advan- 
tage. 
"They are so talented in the 
post; they have two great senior 
post players," BG coach Curt 
Miller said. "We're playing fresh- 
men in the post, and you can't 
really prepare for their physical- 
ness inside. We can't simulate 
that ... But, we played more 
DEFENSE WINS: BG's Stefanie Wenzel. who scored 14 points 
and hit a big three down the stretch, defends Miami's Cindi 
Merrill in the Falcons' 75-74 last-second victory. 
aggressive in the second half." 
The Falcons' big mn came 
over the next 3:40, as BG would 
score 15 straight to gamer a 60- 
58 edge. In that mn, Mann 
scored seven and Home six, 
while two Stefanie Wenzel tree 
throws punctuated the mn. 
BG turned the turnover tables 
on the RedHawks in the second 
half, as Miami uncharacteristi- 
cally gave the ball up 16 times, 
including five times during BG's 
15-0 mn. 
The RedHawks, though, rat- 
tled off nine of the next 11 to 
regain  a  67-62  lead.  Mann 
scored and Home hit two free 
throws to cut dial lead to one. 
Miami, on the strengths of bas- 
kets from Day, Melanie 
Kozlowski and a trey from Nicole 
Motto, opened their 74-66 lead. 
Mann hit a tree throw, and 
Tene lewis found Wenzel on the 
left baseline for a three with 1:24 
left. Wenzel was then fouled, and 
hit Ixith, while Mann hit the first 
of two. 
Day, after grabbing the 
rebound, was fouled, and the 80 
percent free-throw shooter 
missed the front end of her one- 
and-one. 
Sloppy 66-54 win over Central 
starts Falcons tournament run 
CENTRAL FROM PAGE 7 
Wenzel hit a three to push the 
lead to 40-26, and baskets by 
Mann and Austin and a free 
throw by lewis gave the 
Falcons a 45-26 lead. 
Mann led all scorers with 15, 
while Honegger scored 12 and 
Austin and Kelly Kapferer 11 
apiece. 
Central out-rebounded BG 
41-37 in the game, including 
26-15 on the offensive glass. 
That statistic, though, was 
padded by Central's poor 
shooting — the Chippewas 
shot 23 percent in the first half 
and just 31 for the game. 
"Central played us really 
well here the first time, and 
despite their record, they have 
talent on their team," Kapferer 
said. "I don't think they've 
been too lucky this season, 
and this is a team that should- 
n't be overlooked. Those are 
the teams that can really hurt 
you, especially in tournament 
time." 
Miller has stated repeatedly 
throughout the year that a trip 
the Gund Arena has been the 
ii-'ins goal all season long. 
The trip to Cleveland is the 
first in Miller's tenure, and the 
Falcons will play the winner of 
Western Michigan and Akron 
Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
"We'll be the rookies there," 
Miller said. "We'll sign up for 
anything they want us to do, 
because we are happy to be 
going to Cleveland. The pres- 
sure is now off of us To have 
such a good year, if we would 
not have gone to Cleveland, it 
would have been a disap- 
pointing finish. We're going to 
go there and you're going to 
see a loose team have fun 
there." 
The Falcons have beaten 
both WMU and Akron this 
year: BG downed Western 69- 
67 Feb. 7, while the Falcons 
beat Akron 85-48 Ian. 14. 
"Our goal is to stick together 
and move on one game at a 
time and to move on every 
day," Kapferer said. 
"Tomorrow we're just going to 
worry about the next game." 
BG NEWS 
BRIEFING 
BG women's recruits 
garner AP All-Ohio 
mention 
THE BG HEWS 
Replacing graduating 
Stefanie Wenzel and Lindsay 
Austin will not be easy for BG 
women's basketball coach Curt 
Miller. 
But, he seems to have taken 
the right first step, as his two 
recruits — Whitney Taylor 
from Wooster and Kate Achter 
from Oregon Clay — were 
both recognized by the 
Associated Press Monday. 
The 5-feet-7 Achter, after 
averaging 25.8 points per 
game in her senior season, 
was named to the All-Ohio 
first. The 5-8 Taylor, who aver- 
aged 18.4 points, was named 
to the second team. 
WINTIItr TEIIACE 
400 E. Napoleon Road 
Hours; Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
(419) 352-9135 
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com 
•FREE Heat 
•Ride our Free Resident Shuttle 
tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30,  1-4:30) 
•2 Swimming Pools. 
•3 Laundromats 
•1 and 2 bedroom Apartments 
•Plenty of Resident & Visitor 
parking. 
Apply online at cedatpoint.com or call X.8O0.668.JOBS for details. 
HOUSES AVAILABLE 
2004-2005 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
725 61 H STRKKT -3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Has 2 
baths. Washer and dryer. $91x1.00 deposit. Paid in 11 monthly install- 
ments of $963:00. tenants pay utilities. Lease Dales- August 19. 2004 
- August 6. 2005. 
7I4F.K;HTH.#A - 2 BR. Duplex. $660.00 per month for 2 peo- 
ple.   Limit 2 cars. Tenants pay 
utilities. Lease Dates - May 15. 2004 to May 7, 2005. 
722 KICHTH - JBR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00 
deposit. Paid in II monthly payments of $5X8.00. Tenants pay utili- 
ties. Lease Dates - May 15. 2(XH to May 7,2005. 
831 SCOTT HAMILTON ■ Units A & B - Two 2 bedroom 
duplexes. One bath each unit. Limit 4 people per unit. $74tl.(K) 
deposit. Paid in II monthly installments of $792.00. Lease dates - 
May 15. 2004 to May 7. 2005. 
We have many other units available. Stop in the 
Rental Office for a complete brochure! 
Rental Office   (419)   354-2260 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH 
(Located Across from TACO BELLI 
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 
to 5:30 Saturday- 8:30 to 5.-00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
- ■   i ■ 
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Men fall to Hashes, 79-66 
S Elliott Schteiner 
SISIANT SPORTS EDITOR 
CLEVELAND — The third 
time wasn't a charm for the 
Bowling Green men's basketball 
team. 
After losing two tight games 
against Kent State in the regular 
season, the falcons bowed out 
of the Mid-American 
Conference tournament 
Thursday with their third loss of 
the season to the Golden 
Hashes. 79-66. 
The Falcons were able to hang 
with Kent, who went on to lose 
in the MAC title game to Western 
Michigan, but wen.- unable to 
take advantage of the Flashes' 
mistakes throughout the first 
half. 
"Going into the half, 1 felt we 
should have been up by seven to 
10 points." BG head coach Dan 
Dakich said. 
The Falcons, led by John 
Reimold's 12 first-half points, 
found themselves tied 31-31 at 
the half. 
The second half was the same 
for the most part, until (he 17:03 
mark. That is when the Flashes 
made their move. 
Kent, who was down two, 
went on a 13-0 urn that the 
Falcons were unable to recover 
from. 1 "he run was spear-head- 
ed by Kent's point guard 
DeAndrellaynes. 
"The game was decided in a 
stretch where we went from 
three up to down by about 13," 
Dakich said. "We've played Kent 
three times now and never got a 
handle on DeAndre Haynes." 
The sophomore led all scorers 
with 26, while accumulating five 
rebounds, lour assists and three 
steals. 
They denied our best shoot- 
ers," Haynes said. "They gave 
me an opportunity to get to the 
rim and lay it in." 
His running mates on the day 
were forward lason Fdwin, who 
finished with 22 points, and cen- 
ter lohn Edwards, who finished 
with 11 points and 11 rebounds. 
While Edwards game was 
held back by constant double 
teaming, Edwin saw this as an 
opportunity to score in bunch- 
es. 
"In a game like this other play- 
ers have to step up," Edwin said. 
"When it's conference tourna- 
ment time, it's all or nothing." 
The trio led a hot shooting 
Kent attack as the Hashes hit 73 
percent of their second half 
shots. 
"That was the key in the sec- 
ond half," Iteimold said. "We got 
looks and we didn't hit them and 
they did." 
The game represented a dis- 
appointing season for Bowling 
Green as many of the problems 
that arose throughout the regu- 
lar season came back to haunt 
them in their final game. 
"They ran a good offense," BG 
forward losh Almanson said. 
"Our inconsistency on defense 
has killed us all season and that 
showed tonight." 
1 lead coach Dan Dakich feels 
that his team's youth is what 
hurt them in the end. 
"I just thought we were imma- 
ture," he said. "When you go 
through a season you need to 
have one guy that everyone 
plays hard for and we didn't have 
that. The l>est teams are mature 
teams and Kent had four seniors 
that are mature guys." 
M*e Mt&ttr BG News 
IN TROUBLE: BG's John Reimold (14) is surrounded by Kent defend- 
ers in Cleveland Thursday. Reimold and the Falcons lost, 79-66. fin- 
ishing their season at 14-17. 
Gymnasts' regular 
ends, BG prepares 
IH[ ec mm 
The Bowling (ireen Stale gym- 
nastics team closed out the regu- 
lar-season with losses to Central 
Michigan and West Virginia. 
In the Falcons' 15-7, 3-3) final 
home meet against CMU (15-3, 
6-0), the team recorded a 195.900 
score, which was the second 
highest test team score in school 
history. 
Senior co-captain Melissa 
I'opovich posted a 39.525 all- 
around score to finish in first- 
place — die second highest all- 
around score in school history — 
and earn Mid-American 
Conference Gymnast of the Week 
honors for the fourth time this 
season. 
BG accounted for season-high 
team scores on die uneven bars 
season 
for MAC 
(48.925), led by Popovich (9.9), 
Marie-Eve Boisvert (9.875) and 
Jessica Bradley (9.75). 
The Falcons also posted a sea- 
son-high team score on the bal- 
ance beam with 48.875. 
BCi scored a 193.375, their sec- 
ond-lowest team score against 
West Virginia, which scored the 
highest of any team the Falcons 
faced this season with a 197.3. 
UK readies for NCAAs 
By Murray Evans 
IHE ASSOCIMID PRESS 
LEXINGTON, Ky.—The simi- 
larities between Kentucky's last 
national championship run and 
this season are striking. 
In Tubby Smith's first season 
as coach in 1997-98. the Wildcats 
lost to l/wisville on Dec. 27, lost 
for the last time on Feb. 14, won 
the Southeastern Conference 
tournament in Atlanta and then 
the NCAA title in San Antonio. 
Iliis season. Kentucky lost to 
Louisville on Dec 27. lost for die 
last time on Feb. 14 and won the 
SEC tournament in Atlanta. 
This season's Final Four site? 
San Antonio. 
It's no wonder Kentucky is 
favored to win its eiglith NCAA 
basketball title. 
"We're dangerous," junior for- 
ward Chuck Hayes said. 
"Confident. It's not cocky. It's 
confident." 
South Carolina coach Dave 
Odoin. whose team lost three 
times to Kentucky this season, 
said the Wildcats are peaking at 
just the right time. 
Smith "has got total com- 
mand of his team, and they are a 
joy to watch." ()dom said. "I real- 
ly like the way they play. I'm not 
saying they'll necessarily win the 
national championship, but it 
will take a really good basketball 
team playing their best to beat 
diem." 
KENTUCKY, PAGE 12 
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2 Bedroom, 2 Baths 
w/ dishwashers + garbage disposal, 
furnished, 9&1/2 or 1 year lease available 
Apts #1-12 
s 
Starting at 
S60u7mo * electric 
Apts #25-39    ^SB50/n^0a+ Mi+electrtc 
(limit 4) 
• REMODELED   /starting at 
Apts #13-24    -S$650/mo 
(unfurnished) V. 
(New kitchens. New Carpet, & Tile Floors) 
<2S. GKKKNBRIAR. INC. 
445 East Woostcr St. • 352-0717 
» » n.greenbriarrcntals.com 
k.\    K.\    kA    kA    k.\     KA    KA    KA    KA    KA    KA 
Jail n Bail Week! 
Earn Spirit Points for your Greek Chapter/ Hall Floor. 
WINNER Of SPIRIT CONTEST RECEIVES FREE PIZZA PARTY!! 
"Stop by Monday-Friday at the Kappa Delta tables to sign! 
(<•> Union 9 11AM &2-SPM 
«*> Ed. Steps 9-4PM 
Monday and Tuesday: 
BG Apparel Day Opt) 
Wednesday: 
Wear Green (or Si. Patrick's Day dpi) 
Stop by Skyline (tilli and purchase any 
food item and gel an additional S points! 
Thursday: 
Blue and Yellow Day! 
No, No, not (or Michigan, bul (or Prevent 
Child Abuse America! (2pls) 
Friday: Banner Contest! 
Attention all Greeks'! 
Make a Banner lor Kappa Delta, Jail-n-Bail, 
Or Prevent Child Abuse America. Be Creative" 
Winner will receive a $50 donation to YOUR philanthropy! 
Saturday: 
Jail-n-Bail at the KD House 
Come visit all those whom you arrested from 
10-2PM. Free Food, music, tun, and a chance to win a prize! 
KA     K\     KA     KA     KA     K\     k \     K\     K\     KA   KA 
NOW PLAYING!!! 
Resident Student Association 
RESIDENT BTUDINI     ^B 
ASSOCIATION ^^T 
^ B5ST\   I ■»«.!« ^^^^ 
New Movies for: 
March 14th—31st 
Channel 99 
Mon-Wed 
2:00 
4:30 
6:00 
8:00 
10:00 
12:00 
Tin- Mis-.iiIU 
l)upk-\ 
Hi.  Dcills 1).. 11 
V li.«.l,.l K..I, 
Mi.nn l.isn Sinili 
l.iisl III   I rnlislnliim 
Thurs-Sun 
8:00 
10:30 
12:00 
2:00 
4:00 
6:00 
TATIC CLINGS. 3X5 FLAGS. BUMPER STICKERS. L CENSE PLATES. PENNANTS 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
Z    110 W.POERD. BOWLING GREEN, OH (419) 353-3411 www.tsportsource.com      f" 
5 
BASEBALL EQUIP. 25%OFF 
FOOTWEAR 25%OFF 
NFL ITEMS 30%OFF 
MISC. SPORTSWEAR 40%OFF 
ALL SCHOOL WEAR 30%OFF 
•NO SCHOOL COATS 
HOCKEY STICKS $10 
VOLLEYBALLS $17.95 
BASKETBALLS $19.95 
CAR FLAGS $10.95 
SNACK HELMETS $24.95 
SOCCER BALLS START AT 12.95 
MAGNETS. CLOCKS. STATIC CLINGS 3X5 FLAGS, BUMPER STICKERS. LICENSE 
Imagine changing your life^atKent State University this sumrher. 
a degree, catch up on a fe\ 
Choosefr&nvlQyr sessions: Inte/session (May 24-June 11). 
Summer I (June 14-, Qly-tZ^Surnmer II (June 14-August 7), 
SUMMER 2004 
For the most up-to-date information, access the summer schedule of 
classes and workshops on the Web. For classes, go to 'Schedule of 
Classes" at www.reglstrars.kent.edu. For workshops, click on "Work- 
shops" at kentstatecontinuinged.com. You can also request a copy 
of Kent State's  Summer Sessions Bulletin" by calling 330-672-3237 or 
toll-free in Ohio at 800-672-KSU2. or by submitting an online request at 
kentstatecontinuinged.com. "Request Info." 
■ 
KENTSTXTE 
UNIVERSITY 
lL> 
IANAGEMENT 
I MI B. Washington Si. BowlingCfCtt 
419-354-6036 
The Highlands- Graduate 
housing One bedroom. Laundry 
facilities In building A/C, Quiet1 
Starting at $395 
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled   All 
appliances. Quiet senior & grad. 
housing Spacious, laundry facilities in 
building. A/C Gas neat 
 Starting at S510 
The Homestead - Graduate Housing 
One and two bedroom. A/C. on-site 
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproof 
construction dish-washers, skylights. 
vaulted ceilings. 
Additional Site to Choose from: 
 Summit Hill  
We'll take care ol you. Best price. 
well maintained, pnvacy and deadboil 
security, large apartments. 
24-hr Maintenance. 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
V_hjgV- RjandQwcngLofg 
"''■■.'....'.'.'"'.... 
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1 Large • 1 Item 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
Better Ingredients 
Better Pizza 
MMirr c
»«»o»« ecessary 
^N> 
Bowling Green & B.GSU. 
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots) 
353-7272 
We Accept Visa & Mastercard 
M   S) ifj   M 
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'Cats favored 
by experts 
KENTUCKY, FROM PAGE 10 
A season-best nine-game 
winning streak helped earn 
Kentucky (26-4} the overall No. 
1 seed in the tournament. Hut 
the Wildcats have had their low 
points, including a 65-56 loss at 
home to archrival Louisville. 
Another Rupp Arena loss, 65- 
57 to Georgia on )an. 17, 
strapped the Wildcats' 19-game 
SEC regular-season winning 
streak. Kentucky players vowed 
revenge when the teams met 
again Feb. 14, but Georgia beat 
the Wildcats 74-68. 
Smith had scolded his play- 
ers about not playing physical 
enough before that game. 
Afterward he began scheduling 
6 a.m. practices. 
Suddenly. Kentucky went 
from a team that won three 
one-point games during the 
first half of its SEC schedule to 
one that routinely recorded 
routs — winning by 17 points 
over Arkansas, 32 over 
Tennessee, 19 over South 
Carolina and 20 over Florida 
Kentucky beat Georgia in die 
quarterfinals of the STiC tourna- 
ment, defeated South Carolina 
78-63, and topped Florida 89- 
73 for their 25th league tourna- 
ment tide. 
The Wildcats are not only 
playing more physical basket- 
ball they're also hitting outside 
shots, averaged about eight 3- 
pointers in the last seven 
games. 
Odom called the Wildcats die 
"best pass-and-catch team in 
the country" and raved about 
their ball movement. 
Kentucky recorded assists on 
47 of 83 field goals during the 
SI:C tournament, and had just 
27 turnovers in three games. 
Seniors play integral role in season 
SENIORS, FROM PAGE 7 
"Of course it feels good to 
have a good season, and they 
have a great future ahead of 
them," said a teary-eyed 
Wenzel. "But it's hard to be 
done. It's hard to leave." 
Wenzel, unsure of what the 
future might hold, but knowing 
the only guarantee her college 
basketball career would contin- 
ue for at least one more game 
had slipped through her and 
her teammates' fingers, was 
overcome by emotion. There 
she sat on the sideline, watch- 
ing the Eagles celebrate the 
automatic bid to the NCAA 
tournament the win guaranteed 
them. 
"I was just thinking about 
how far we've come," she said. 
"It's been a great run, a great 
year. I've been playing basket- 
ball my whole life, and this 
could be it. 
"That's what I was thinking 
about." 
The women's NIT bid never 
WHAT DO YOU CARE ABOUT WEEK? 
HUNGER KILLS 
Every day, more than 30,000 children around the world die of hunger. 
To be a part of the solution, take ownership of the problem. 
Join BGSURve for the Hunger Banquet 
March 22, 2004 
5:00 - 7:00 PM 
Olscamp 101A 
Non-perishable food item recommended. 
RSVP to the Office of Campus Involvement at 372-2343 or 
email involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
by March 16, 2004 
T*****''* 
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Coming tomorrow: Another perspec- 
tive Oil t!;-r women s tui wound. 
came, as the NTT committee 
went with Western Michigan 
and Miami — two teams the 
Falcons had beaten in the tour- 
nament — and Kent State. 
After the dust settles and the 
disappointment fades, chances 
are Wenzel will eventually look 
back on die year with a smile. 
After all. neither Wenzel nor 
anyone else within the Falcon 
basketball community could 
have envisioned this kind of 
success in year three of Curt 
Miller's tenure. 
Now, the Falcon 1,000-point 
club has two more members. 
Two more Falcons were 
named to die All-MAC tourna- 
ment team. 
The Falcons, with their 21 - 
win season, improved nine 
games from 2002-03 and earned 
the school's ninth 20-win sea- 
son. 
Not bad for a team that had 
won 21 games in the past two 
years and been ousted in the 
first round of the tournament in 
each of those seasons. 
"1 don't think we were invited 
to this party," BG coach Curt 
Miller said. "We crashed the 
party and I think finally some- 
one finally asked us to leave. 
(This season] started with two 
seniors believing in a vision, 
from a coach who didn't recruit 
either of them. It took them 
buying into what we do and 
they continued to work on their 
games. 
"I said when I got here that I'd 
have to rebuild this program 
through recruiting," Miller con- 
tinued, "and hopefully everyone 
is taking notice that this fresh- 
man class is pretty good and we 
have two sirring on the side- 
lines. 
"Still, we'll have two big pairs 
of shoes to fill with the gradua- 
tion of those two." 
Austin and Wenzel weren't the 
best players on their team, but 
they both brought specific tal- 
ents the team needed: Wenzel a 
3-pointer whenever she and her 
team desperately needed her to 
hit one, and Austin, an ability to 
get to the hoop. 
But most valuable to the team 
was Wenzel and Austin's seem- 
ingly endless ability to will their 
team to wins. They've had it 
since both were playing major 
minutes for the Falcons in the 
2001-02 season. This year, they 
had the supporting cast to show 
it off. 
It's called leadership. 
"We never quit," Austin said. 
"Even when it came down to 
under two minutes, we still 
thought we had a chance. We 
just couldn't do it." 
Stefanie, Lindsay: Yes, you can 
be disappointed. But while 
you're being disappointed, take 
solace in your coach's words, 
because they ring true for fol- 
lowers of your team. 
There will never be two more 
like you. 
Applications are now available!!! 
Pick up yours and return it to 
301 Bowen-Thompson Student Union by 
March 19th at 5pm. 
Remember, secrecy is paramount! 
Questions? Call 372-9555 or e-mail us at 
thebirds@bgnet,bgsu.edu 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/life/ 
ml 
The Mad Ratter 
requests your presence 
at a Tea Party &^ 
The golden afternoon of 
Saturday, March 20, 2004 jkt/flR 
The Cheshire Cat is coming and Alice is expected. 
So wear your maddest hat, bring your fanciest 
gloves, and prepare yourself for surprises. 
At this party nothing will be as it seems... 
Come into the "Greenery" Garden and 
please don't be late for this 
very important date. 
Call 419-372-7950 for Reservations 
Adults - $12.95 
Children under 12 - $5.95 
1 
Tea Party Tiieme is based on diaracters from the 
Lewis Carroll novel. "Alice in Wonderland." 
lOWIN'THOMMON 
STUDENT UNION BGSUU 
DINING SERVICES   I     V 
■7 
Heinzsite 
Apartments 
710 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 Bdrms 
2 Bdrms come with washer/dryer 
and a birauaiA/2 
am CLOSE TO wm 
/Cf|fcCA 
Management Inc. 
CALL 353-5800 for an 
appointment today! 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Time is running out for Fall 2004... 
506,514, 524 N. Enterprise 
One ofBG's newest complexes 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
3 bedroom 
apartments with 
2 full baths, 
A/C, microwaves, 
dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 
furniture and 
laundry on site. 
Plenty of Parking! 
$237.50/person + utilities (4 person rate) 
...get them while they last! 
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm 
Sat. 9 am-1pm 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
43402 
(419) 352-0717 
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Wanted Help Wanted 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
The IU i Ncw> will not knowingly accept ■ulwrli^cmcnis thai uWnminalc. or 
encourage iliwrimination agallW jny 
inJivKln.il M group on the bull <>t race, 
wx. mini. creed, religion. IIJIIIHI.II ad 
gin. sexual orientation, disability, stains 
.IN ,i VCttfMi Of Oil the hjsisot ,m\ other 
legally protected >tjt«s 
The BG News reserves tlie right lo 
dOCllW. discontinue oi resist am inker 
liscment Mi.h as those found lo he 
ilc I a mat of). lacking in tactual basts, 
misleading or lalse in rhilure. All adver- 
tisements are sub|ect In CJHIIXL1 and 
approval. 
Campus Events 
INTRAMURAL 
SOCCER ENTRIES DUE 
MARCH 17 
INTRAMURAL 
VOLLEYBALL ENTRIES DUE 
MARCH 16 
Services Offered 
Make money taking on-line surveys. 
Earn $10 lo $125 lor surveys. 
Earn $25 to $250 for focus groups. 
Visit www cash4students.com/bowlg 
Personals 
Big Screen TV 
Happy Hours Daily 4 to 8. 
Free Delivery 11 to 1 am Daily. 
 352-9636.  
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS AND 
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR 
SOFTBALL COMPLETE AND RE- 
TURN TAKE-HOME TEST AND 
APPLICATION BY MARCH 22. 
FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 130 
PFH OR WEB SITE MANDATORY 
CLINICS ON MARCH 23 S 24 
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL EN- 
TRIES DUE: WOMEN'S & CO-REC- 
MARCH 23; MEN'S ■ MARCH 24 
INTRAMURAL TENNIS 
ENTRIES DUE 
MARCH 25 
INTRAMURALS OFFICIALS AND 
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR 
SOFTBALL COMPLETE AND RE- 
TURN TAKE-HOME TEST AND AP- 
PLICATION BY MARCH 22. 
FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 130 
PFH OR WEB SITE. MANDATORY 
CLINICS ON MARCH 23 AND 24 
Slashing tanning prices! Unlimited 
only $25. Semester unlimited $45. 
Booths & beds 
Campus Tanning 352-7889 
COURTNEY IS 21111 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 
LOVE, 
Jes, Jen, Monica, 
Casey, Laurie, and Ellen 
Graduation tickets lor 1:00 pm 
ceremony. Will pay. Call Mark 
513-544-5348 (cell) 
Help Wanted 
(BARTENDING! $3007day potential. 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
400 counselors/instructors needed! 
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA 
Lohikan. 800-488 -4321 .lohikan com 
Babysitter needed 1 to 3 nights per 
week. Competitive pay. Kids ages 6 
and 7. 373-0897. 
Consultants & managers lor superi- 
or spa treatment line Exceptional 
product line & earning opportunities. 
Training provided. 419-523-9319 
DON'T BECOME A STATISTIC 
Growing company seeks motivated 
individuals for Cust Sales/Servico 
positions. Flex. Schedules Excellent 
pay. Training provided. All ages 
18+. Conditions exist. Apply Now! 
Start Now! 419-861-6133 or apply at 
workforstudents.com/np 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS 
NEEDED FOR SOCCER. 
APPLY 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE 
OR CHECK WEB SITE. 
COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE- 
HOME RULES TEST BY MARCH 
16. MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON 
MARCH 17 AND 18. 
Mowing and Landscaping. 
Call for application. 419-874-5006 
or toll free 1-877-285-6141 
Part-time opportunity! Looking for 
highly organized, detailed individual 
to team-up with one of the area's 
most successful Realtors Desktop 
publishing & internet savvy a must. 
Hourly rate plus bonus, call Ed at 1- 
866-602-1977 or send resume to 
PO Box 165 Bowling Green OH 
43402. 
Sports! Fun! Outdoors! Kids! 
Money! Maine camp needs fun lov- 
ing counselors to teach land/water 
sports. Great summer! Call 888-844- 
8080, apply: www.campcedar.com 
Summer Job Fair! 
Wednesday. March 17th, noon-4 
Room 202, Student Union 
Over 55 companies. 
SUMMER   JOB   OPPORTUNITIES 
at YMCA Willson Outdoor Center. 
1-800-423-0427.  Give  us a call to 
schedule  an  interview  at  the  BG 
Summer Job Fair. Also you can visit 
us af www.ymcawillson.org 
Summer event crowd management 
staff. Want to be involved in virtually 
every major event in Cleveland 
Town? We are putting together our 
summer event staff. These are full 
and part-time seasonal positions 
and are avail, for all shifts. Excellent 
pay, benefits and full-time year 
round employment positions are 
avail. Initial pay rate is based on in- 
terview & dependent on assignment. 
Call for interview at 216-426-7333. 
SUMMER IN MAINE 
Males and females. 
Meet new friends! Travel! 
Teach your favorite activity. 
•Tennis "Sail 
'Water Ski 'Lacrosse 
"Ropes 
'Swim 'Gymnastics 
June to August. Residential. 
Enjoy our website. Apply on line 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls: 
1-800-997-4347 
/709 5th Street^ 
APARTMENTS 
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
S500/ month   Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
(419) 355-1150    Jf V 
UNIQUE INTERNSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 
Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide 
seeks interns tor 2004 to implement 
an award winning public relations 
campaign. Internship work is con- 
ducted on campus, primarily be- 
tween September and December 
2004. Open to undergraduates en- 
tering their junior or senior year ot 
study. Students with majors in public 
relations, communications, market- 
ing, advertising and journalism are 
especially urged to apply. E-mail re- 
sume to: 
internprogram@ogilvypr.com 
Deadline March 24. 2004 
Wait staff busers. and kitchen help. 
Flexible hours, excellent money, ap- 
ply within. 419-893-2290. Yoko 
Japanese Restaurant 465 W. 
Dussel DR. in Maumeo 
Wanted CHILDCARE provider al my 
Perrysburg home for AFTERNOON 
ONLY for a 6 yr old and 2 school- 
age after 4PM. Excellent pay Call 
Gina at 419-878-4930 or 419-877- 
4614 
For Sale 
Beverage-air beer tapster Holds 1/2 
or 1/4 keg and dram bottle plus ac- 
cessories. $250 419-353-6911. 
Computer. XP3000. 120 gig. 512 
ram. 52xCDR. WinXP, Geforce2. 
Soundblaster, Ethernet. Sony 19 
inch $799 OBO 
todget22<glyahoo.cpm 494-5018 
For Rent 
•Going fast lo & sm houses & apts. 
New luwei puce:;, .ill next to campus 
930 E. Wooster, 6 bdrms . 
303 E. Merry. Lg porch. 3 liv. rms. 
321 E. Merry A-D.4-6 bdrm gr shape 
307 1/2 E. Reed St. 1-3 bdrm 
315 E. Merry -down. 2 bdrms. inclu. 
all util. 
316 & 311 E Merry Apts lg. 2 bdrm 
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E Merry 
»3 also Eff Call 353-0325 9am-9pm 
2 bdrm. apt. Pets Allowed. 
S550/mo. Newly renovated. 
Call 770-823-3396 or 419-367-1331. 
2 bdrm. tower duplex, near down- 
town BG washer/dryer, basement, 
front porch, fenced yard, avail. Aug. 
04 12 mo. lease. $600 per month + 
dep. * util. No pets. 419-874-1454 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
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ACROSS 
1 Tool grip 
2 Kirghiz mountains 
3 Uniting link 
4 Matrix of computer networks 
5 Sri Lanka export 
6 Skillet 
7 Unending sentence? 
8  vera 
9 Graphic lead-in? 
10 Put the _ on (squelch) 
11 Biblical twin 
12 Reef predators 
13 Bombard 
18 Bigng 
19 Veracity 
24 Brief commercials 
25 Side with 
26 Inconsequential things 
27 Pound division 
28 City on the Erie Canal 
29 Complain 
30 $5 bill 
31 Call to mind 
32 "The Thinker sculptor 
33 Excalibur. e.g. 
38 Some digits 
1 Daily routine 
6 Mailbox attachment 
10 Maintain 
14 Isolated 
15 Nettle 
16 Got itl 
17 Armchair quarterback's 
diversion 
20 Mariner's concern 
21 Fencing piece 
22 Drive, as from bed 
23 Hindu hero 
25 Clear tables 
26 Washington, Franklin, et al. 
34 Medieval instruments 
35 Opulent 
36 Pledge 
37 Component piece 
38 Use one's head 
40 Commotion 
41 TV watchdog 
42 Takeover 
43 Hindu mendicant 
44 Parrot, to a pirate 
48 Short greetings 
49 Genuine 
50 Mindful 
53 Spanish painter 
55 Rubberneck 
59 Manicurist add-ons 
62 Met highlight 
63 Songstress Vicki 
64 Mythical wetghtlifter 
65 1996 Tony winner 
66 Flock females 
67 Garlic-basil sauce 
39 "Ben __■ 
40 Pre-game party site 
42 One in charge 
43 Monk title 
45 Ultimatum 
46 Salon gizmos 
47 Phobia 
50 A long ways off 
51 Hard ending 
52 Related 
53 Chew on 
54 Shrek, eg 
56 Feels poorly 
57 Surveyor's map 
58 Exxon, once 
60 Chill 
61 Forty winks 
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For Rent For Rent For Rent 
"Efficiencies & studios avail, for 
lease by the week, mo., sem. & year 
All util. includ Fully lurn. cable TV. 
Please call 352-1520 for more into. 
2 bdrm. unfurn apt. available 
1082 Fairview Ave. 
Call Steve al 352-5822. 
2 houses left excel  loc 3 & 4 bdrm. 
W/D. A/C, gas, cable, roadrunner, 
May or June. 1 yr. lease. 353-2382. 
2004-2005 
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm Free heat, 
water. & sewer. 
616 Second St 1 efficiencie. 
Call 354-9740 for info or showing. 
3 bdrm.. Crim SI.. 1 1/2 blks from 
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm.. Lg. kitchen, 
util. rm. w/d $825 plus util Avail 
Mid-May  419-352-7090. 
311 Ridge. 3 bdrm. house! 
Avail 7/15, very clean, A/C 
353-7547 days  
4 bedrm house avail. May -May. 
lease. $1200 mo. & util. 2 car 
garage. 419-787-7577. 
424 E. Wooster, 3 bdrm. house. 
Avail. 5/15, $900/mo. Util. inclu. 
353-7547 days. 
5 subleasers needed for May-Aug. 
517 Pike St. Close to campus, lg 
house, own bdrm. Call 354-9547 
Apts. & Houses. 
Singles & Groups 
No Pets 353-8206. 
BGApts-818/822 2nd St 
2 BR Apts avail. May or August 
$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease. 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Houses/Apts. for 04-05 school year. 
12 mo. leases only. 
S Smith Contracting, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave. 
Office open 9-2 M-F 
Quiet tenants preferred. 
Large 2 bdrm. utility room. W/D, 1st 
floor, duplex, garage. 8th Si. $575. 
Call 352-8872 
MOVE IN NOW-ONE MONTH 
FREE 1 and 2 bdrm. apts. avail, in 
serene park-like setting. Inclu. dish- 
washer, heat, water, and trash. 
Bowling Green Village 352-6335 
Need! Person to take over 04-05 
lease! Sterling University. 
419-214-1699 or 330-904-7414. 
One large room efficiencies 
with private baths & utilities paid 
Call 352-5822 
Rmte. needed immed. $400 per mo. 
Incl. all util.. cable & local phone. No 
deposit, nice Non-smoker pref. 
Shamrock Village condo Call TJ 
419-353-5860 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
1 & 2 bdrm apts available 
Call 419-352-9135. 
Columbus, OH 
YCAMP 
Wc buikl strong kids, strong families, strong communities. 
CAMP COUNSELORS - Secure your summer 
job early! We offer traditional day. sports, and 
specialty camps (art. adventure, teen extreme & outdoor ed ) 
Season runs early June - late August. 
Counselors must be at least 18 yrs old. Sites available 
throughout city. Call the camp director nearest you 
to request an application or for more info (614 area code) 
Near East Columbus 252-3166 
East 834-9622 North 885-4252 
West 276-8224 South 491-0980 
Powell 839-9622 Grove City 871-9622 
Resident camp In Bellelontainc 800-423-0427 
www.ymcacolumbus.org 
i-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
$100 MOVES 
YOU IN! 
• Ground floor ranch 
style apartment with 
private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
■ Pets welcome 
• Convenient on-site 
parking 
n 
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FREE HEAT 
3-VARSITY 
SQUARE 
APARTMENTS 
419-353-7715   t=J 
APARTMENTS 
FOR RENT 
704 5,,, Street 
2 Bdrm Furn 
9-12 Month Ratei 
Shuttle nop on property 
"MO ^th St. 
2 Bdrm Unfiirn 
Updated kitchen* w/ diihwi 
Shutde «op on propert 
Join the Newlove Family Today! 
Check out our rental selection to fit everyone's needs 
Bdrm. 
Apartments 
117 LEHMAN: Large one bdrm lower duplex close to Downtown. $485.00 per mo. + utilities. 
114 S. MAIN: One bdrm unfurn. apt. Laundry facilities on site. Located Downtown. 
$255.00 to $390.00 per mo. + elec. 
117 N. MAIN: One bdrm unfurn apt. Laundry facilities on site. Located Downtown. $230.00 -$400.00 per mo. 
320 ELM: Large one and two bdrm. apartments completely furnished. Private parking lot. Close to campus. 
Free water and sewer. One bdrm: $375 for a 12 mo. lease, $475 for a 9 mo. lease. 
Two bdrm: $565 for a 12 mo. lease, $665 for a 9 mo. lease 
100. 1001/2. 102. 106. & 108 ORDWAY: One bdrm. apartments. Located in a courtyard setting with laundry 
room on site. $315.00 to $385.00 per month + utilities. 
.; One bdrm upper duplex in residential neighborhood. $400.00 per month t utilities. 
Large Two bdrm unfurn apt. Located above a Downtown Business. $575.00 + utilities. 
507 E. MERRY: Two bdrm furn. Apt across from Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER. Washer/dryer in building. 
117 1./2 LEHMAN: 3 bdrm upper duplex. Newly remodeled. Close to Downtown. $450.00 per mo. + utilities. 
106 1/2 ORDWAY: Two Bdrm upper apt. Located in a courtyard setting with laundry room on site. 
$410.00 per month + utilities 
13645 KLOPFENSTEIN ROAD: Large three bdrm home located on the outskirts of BG. $995.00 + utllltes. 
NEW19VE 
Rentals 
NO PARENTAL GUARANTEE NEEDED   • Professional management team 
Undergraduate housing • Pets permitted in some rentals 
Graduate & professional housing 
332 S. Main St.. Bowling Green (419) 352T5620        WWW.newloverentalS.com     newloveinfo(«>newloverentals coirr 
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Grab the V400 and score fan-friendly features: 
Q MOTOROLA 
intelligence everywhere" 
• A true image 65,000-color screen • A built-in speakerphone 
• An integrated VGA-quality camera • Photo caller ID* 
• Download college-themed MP3 ringtones and graphics* 
Act now and save $150 (after $100 instant rebate and $50 mail-in rebate, 
with a two year service agreement from Cingular Wireless). Price before 
rebate is $299.99. See rebate for complete details. Hurry, limited time offer. 
Visit hellomoto.com/us/v400 for more information about 
the Motorola V400, available exclusively at Cingular stores. 
Find a location near you at cingular.com or call 1-866-CINGULAR. 
X cingular 
fits you best 
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